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Senate rejects campaign reform
Dave Dawson, SGA president, was also in
opposition to the bill.
"Speaking from the experience of someone
who has been involved in three campaigns, I
was concerned about the cap the bill called
they don' t vote here, they're not going to vote for," Dawson stated.
"It's very easy to spend $400 on a
out in the world," Trippet said.
Other proponents of the resolution argued campaign of this nature if you want to get
that the present $450 limit is an intimidating elected," he explained. "I was against this
factor.
"I think this bill would help get people
involved. I think people get intimidated when
By PAMELA WALCK
there's an incumbent and a $450 cap," Sen.
Bryan LaBerge stated.
The Campaign Reform Resolution Bill
Opponents of the resolution stated that a
was rejected for the second time by the
$150 limit might stifle the campaigning opstudent senate on Thursday, Feb. 4. Accordtions of the candidates.
ing to Beth Sweeney, executive vice presi"If a person is unknown on this campus,
dent of SO A, in the past two years the senate
he has to have the freedom to use other
struck down similar bills attempting to
forms of advertising (other than word of
improve the campaign process.
mouth)," Sen. Chuck Taylor said.
Sen. Brian Trippet, author of this year's
"If you're really sincere about running, a
bill, hail attempted to pass a similar bill last
$450 limit is not going to stop you. I have yet
year, but the senate rejected it as well, alto hear from one person coming forward and
though some aspects where considered and
saying, 'I would run if it weren't for the $450
adapted by the 1992 Elections Committee.
limit,'" he continued.

LaBerge calls $450 spending limit
intimidating to prospective candidates
By MICHELLE FANNIN
Champion Reporter

Student senate rejected a campaign reform
bill that would have reduced the campaign
spending cap from $450 to $150. The bill
failed by a 30-10 margin with six abstentions
last Thursday.
In addition to limiting the spending cap on
campaigns, The Campaign Reform Resolution of 1993 proposed that actions be taken to
limit the amount of paper advertising that can
be used by the candidates on behalf of their
campaigns.
"The (spending) cap being as high as it is
has contributed to certain problems. We need
to consider whether or not keeping the cap so
high doesn't discourage some people from
running," Sen. Brian Trippet, sponsor of The
Campaign Reform Resolution of 1993, stated.
"We need to be encouraging people to get
involved in the political process by voting. If

bill, and I'm glad it failed senate; but again,
I was more concerned about the $150 limit"
Proponents of the bill maintained their
stance that most Liberty students do not have
the necessary funds to run a campaign at the
current limit
"Most students are not Rockefeller Republicans," LaBerge said. "They do not have
$450 to spend on a campaign. A $150 limit

would just put a ground of fairness for people
to run on."
Opponents to the bill felt that the spending
cap and extensive paper campaigning has no
bearing on voter turn-out
"That's saying we're idiots, that we can't
make up our minds," Senator Jason Williams

See Senate, Page 3

Student senate rejected previous campaign reform bills
"There was a time when the spending cap
was SI50, but it was increased to S350 and
then $450," Trippet said. "I'd say, conclusively, that the student body as a whole, is
tired of the process — handing Dyers, posting
up posters — 1 think they're tired of the.
campaign process in excess, not opposed to
advertising but rather the excess in recent
years."
This year's campaign reform bill proposed
to limit the present advertising and place a
spending cap of SI50.
Though the resolution failed by a vote of
30-10, proponents of the bill believe that a
.

si-

majority of the student body would have
supported the spending cap.
According to Sweeney,.some changes in
the election process that l«ive been added in
recent years include the increas. d
cap from $350 to $450, die requir.
300 student nomination signatures,
advertising control and die provision of two
chapel services to allow debating time before election.
"SGA needs to take a look at what it does
and question what they arc doing, the discussion (of their student body representa
lion) needs to lie raised." Trippet stated.
-

Student plans
3,426 mile trip
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

photo by Tim I tollman

A group of friends learned about the color of money while they participated In last week's Thursday night pool
pool tournament. The pool tournaments, which are held in David's Place each Thursday night, beginning at 7:30
p.m., present prizes to the first and second place winners each week.

Stephen McCombs, a psychology major,
plans to bike across the United States this
summer with 60 other bikers, each riding
for various causes. McCombs hopes to help
in the fight against abortion.
McCombs is hoping to raise $40,000 with
70 percent going to the National Right to Life
organization in Washington, D.C. The
remaining 30 percent going to the God
Parent Home for pregnant women in
Lynchburg, Va.
The 3,426 mile bike trip begins on Saturday, May 15, 1993, in Los Angeles, Calif.,
and will end 49 days later in Boston, Mass.
Along the way, McCombs will stop in 43
different cities in order to bring light to the
situation of abortion, share the gospel and
raise money for the pro-life movement.
"When I was in high school and even in
church, I thought abortion was a person's
choice. Now after I've read up on it and seen
things, I found that it's something that needs
to be dealt with," McCombs explained.
"A country never dies from without—it
always dies from within," he quoted from
WRVL radio. "And that's what we're doing
as a country. We're killing everything. And
children are so precious to God."
McCombs has been planning this trip since
last summer when he went on a similar trip as

Stephen McCombs
Student biking against abortion
a member of the staff.
"There were people who raised $ 10,000 for
animal rights and $20,000 for the American
Heart Association," McCombs remarked. "I
believe that the life of the unborn is more important than that of an animal.
For an issue as national as this, $40,000
dollars is a drop in the bucket. It's shown me
the lack of concern we Christians have been

See Biking, Page 3

Radio station communicates Christian message
By WENDY WILLSON
Champion Reporter

WWMC, Liberty University's new
campus radio station, officially premiered Monday, Feb. 1, at 11 a.m.
with the goal of entertaining LU students while evangelizing the Lynchburg area in addition to providing
on-air experience for telecommunications majors.
The station, C-91, which targets
listeners ages 18-25, plays contemporary Christian favorites such as
Steven Curtis Chapman, Petra and
Wayne Watson as well as new Christian artists like Jim Goforth and Kelly
Reisen.
"Our format is Christian adult
contemporary and contemporary
Christian hit radio (which is) between
adult contemporary and rock," Mark
Hunter, station manager and junior
telecommunications major, said. "We
are to stay away from the metal and
the real rock and most of the alternative, but we do play some (alterna-

tive). That's administration's decision."
C-91 currently airs from 6 a.m. to
12 a.m., seven days a week and the
signal extends to a radius of 20 miles.
The first day the station broadcasted, listeners called from the Lynchburg area and surrounding areas,
including Concord, Madison Heights,
Bedford and Rustburg.
"I do think it's a good opportunity.
It gives people a chance to listen to
music with a good message. The biggest thing is to entertain students and
maybe reach someone who might
catch on to the gospel," Steve Slrout,
a sophomore DJ, said.
S trout worked for die past two years
at a southern gospel station in Maine
and will be hosting a southern/country gospel show from 6 a.m. to 9 a.m.
every Saturday morning.
The radio station also opens training opportunities for LU telecommunications students who have never
experienced broadcasting on the air

and gives these students something to
put on their job resumes.
"It gives them a chance to get to
work at an on- air radio station. Most
of our DJ's are freshmen and sophomores. We're a rookie station,"
Hunter explained.
C-91 will play requests from 9 p.m.
to 12 a.m. on weekdays and Sundays
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Other special programs include
Seed From the Sower, a one minute
devotional, which will broadcast
every morning at 7:30 and On Track,
a national program mat interviews
music artists, which will play on
Tuesday afternoons from 3 p.m. to
3:30 p.m.
In addition, C-91 will feature a
sports show on Wednesday at 10p.m.,
20 Countdown Magazine Friday
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. and an upbeat
music program (hip-hop and rap)
Saturday from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Campus Sunday and Wednesday
night services will air live as well.

photo by Michvll* Dalapsnh*

Mark Hunter, station manager for C-91, works the control booth during his shift. The radio
station premiered on Monday, Feb. 1, after a two-year absence.
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Student development announces new office, coordinator
By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

Bruce Traeger, vice president of
Student Development, recendy announced the opening of a new office
that will help meet the needs of minority and international students at
Liberty University.
Greg Dowell, associate dean of
men, was appointed coordinator of
the Minority and International Students Development office.
The primary goal of this office is
to implement various programs that
will help meet the needs of more than
300 minority and international students who attend Liberty.
Dowell credits the actions of the
Minority Development Committee
for aiding in the establishment of this

new position.
"Primarily, the Minority Development Committee played a role in
seeing this position come to a completion," he said. "Otherfactors played
a role as well — several groups on
campus, individuals and inter-administration — helping to bring a realization step toward meeting the needs."
The Minority Development Committee, which has been in existence
for two years, is responsible for communicating needs and concerns
of various groups on campus to the
university administration.
'The committee brings issues of
concern — issues or forefront problems — then administration becomes
aware of them," Traeger explained.
"It's (thecommittee) notaimplemen-

tation program but a communicative
program."

Some of the groups on campus
involved with the committee include:
Residence Life, International Club,
Black Student Fellowship, Student
Government Association, Korean
Club and the Deaf Club.
Overall, more than 10 members,
representing the various minority
groups on campus, attend bi-monthly
committee meetings.
The information gathered at these
meetings is complied and addressed
to the administration which will work
with the Minority and International
Student Development to implement
the proper programs to meet the needs
expressed.
"I feel like the administration and

"/ feel like the administration and the
university are responding to the concerns
raised by the committee... This is a baby
step toward solving the problem, a large
step for the university."
—Greg Dowell
Associate Dean of Men
the university are responding to the
concerns raised by the committee,"
Dowell stated. "(The committee has)
open discussions about what needs to
be done and what creative ways to
meet the needs. This is a baby step
toward solving the problem, a large
step for the university."
As coordinator for the Minority and

SGA introduces program,
promotes campus clean-up
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

Chris Gardner, vice president of student
services, held a special club president's
meeting on Thursday, Feb. 4, to present and
discuss a new campus-wide program called
Campus Pride.
The purpose of this new program is to
encourage clubs to get involved in keeping
the campus clean by dividing the campus into
various sections with four clubs assigned to
each area.
The program asks that clubs clean their
area of campus on a weekly basis.
Also during the meeting, in an effort to improve bulletin board misuse, student services
agreed to monitor the boards and send
memos to presidents of clubs neglecting
responsibilities.
Presidents have 10 days to appeal memos.
If there is no response, the club loses its

privilege, and the bulletin board will be reassigned to another club.
"We would like to have a raffle at the end of
every year where every club would have an
equal chance for a board. This would guarantee that every club would get a bulletin board
at some point We want to be fair to all the
clubs so the same clubs won't have the same
boards every year," Gardner stated.
The final point discussed was the constitutions of various campus clubs.
"There have been problems in the past with
club members. We'd like to instill a new
clause that says all members must abide by
the rules stated in the Liberty Way and cannot
be on administrative withdrawal," Gardner
explained.
"This clause requires all club members,
including off campus, married and students
from other colleges, to abide by the Liberty
Way as a member of that club," he said.

International Student Development
office, Dowell will be responsible for
developing and working with existing programs for minority students,
facilitating a proper transition into the
university environment, acting as
co-chairman of the Minority Development Committee as well as communicating and informing administra-

tion of the concerns of minority students.
Furthermore, he will beresponsibilefor monitoring current minority
recruitment programs and acting as a
resource for university services.
In addition, Dowell will compile
bi-annual reports, explaining current
status on minority recruitment, enrollment, scholarships, retention,
graduation rates and job placement as
well as review reports of racial or
ethnic discrimination experienced by
minority students.
The new office, located in Dorm
13, adjacent to the Community
Students' office and the associate
vice president of student
development's office, is open from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Debaters receive honors,
excel at Naval Academy
By JOANNA TEDDER
Assistant Copy Editor

Five teams of debaters representing Liberty University traveled to Annapolis, Md., to
compete in a tournament at the U.S. Naval
Academy. Four of the debate teams moved
into the advanced rounds of competition with
four debaters receiving individual awards for
their speaking abilities.
Abe Pafford and Jonathan Barr, novice
debaters, eased through the preliminary rounds
with a perfect score of 8-0 but lost in the final
round to Boston College.
Also in the novice division, the team of
Chris Gardner
John Dickey and Anna Katherine Smith adVice President of Student Activities
vanced to the quarter finals where they were
Student services is requesting all clubs to eliminated from further competition.
add this clause to their constitutions and turn
Two LU debate teams competed at the J V
in a copy of the revised constitution to student level. Sandy Noles and Stephen Henkle were
services by May 1, or the club will not be bounced from competition in the quarterrecognized as an organization next year.
final round while Adam Milam and Brian

Gibbons were defeated in the semi-finals.
In the varsity division, Lance Howe and
Chris Rhodes competed together for the first
time, with Rhodes debuting in this division.
According to JanetPierpoint, head coach of
the debate team, the preliminary debates were
close, but the team failed to advance.
"The varsity division was very competitive, and it was a new partnership as well,"
Pierpoint said. "It was a good sized competition with a lot of schools."
Teams from Boston College, George Mason University, James Madison University,
Wake Forest University and more competed
against LU in the tournament, making it the
largest district tournament of the semester.
The debaters who received speaking awards
included: Pafford, first; Barr, fifth; Smith,
seventh; and Noles, ninth.
The debate team will compete at George
Washington University on February 12-14.

Red Cross awards LU student for
organizing, directing blood drives
By WENDY WILLSON
Champion Reporter

The American Red Cross awarded
Jim Thomas, vice president of the
Liberty University chapter of Circle
K, an American Red Cross Achievement Award in recognition of his
outstanding contributions toward
meeting community blood needs in
the Appalachian area.
Thomas, a senior youth ministries
major, was presented with the award
at a business luncheon in Lynchburg
by Melissa Weedon, the Red Cross
coordinator associated with the LU
chapter of Circle K.
"Melissa Weedon suggested I get
the award because I've been coordinating the LU blood drive a year and
a half. The Circle K got an award.
(The Red Cross) felt I should get
special recognition because I've done
a lot of the footwork and coordinating
for them," Thomas explained.
Circle K, an international organization, is a club that centers around

pllulo by ShuWon Wwnef

Men at Work, more than five members c-f the campus grounds crew, built a new sidewalk and
::wheelchair ramp between the Vines Center and the DeMoss building last week.

Nursing department announces
scholarship, lab in honor of Nuckols
By MATTHEW McKOWN
Champion Reporter

Dr. Linda Miller, Chairman of the
nursing department , recently announced plans to dedicate the nursing
lab in the memory of Barbara Nuckols, a former professor of nursing
who passed away last month.
Faculty, staff and students from the
nursing department plan to place a
large picture and plaque in the nursing lab in honor of Mrs. Nuckols.
Her husband, David has donated
all memorial gifts to the LU nursing
department.

In addition, the nursing department
is also working with him to establish
a student scholarship award fund.
The nursing department plans to
send letters to all Liberty graduates
from the nursing department as part of
a fund raiser for the scholarship fund.
The amount of the award will be determined after the total of the memorial is known.
The award will be given to a nursing student who has a good G.P.A.,
shows a strong spiritual attitude and
develops relationships with patients.
Miller stated that although Nuckols

was a psychiatric nurse, she would
like the award to be available for all
nursing students.
According to Miller, Nuckols,
who died of cancer on January 18,
1993, showed tremendous perseverance by teaching from a wheelchair
until December 1992, only a month
before her death.
As a result of her dedication, many
nursing students remember her as
a prayer warrior, noting that during
the nursing department's accreditation inspection, Nuckols prayed
continuously.
l

Intercristo is always
looking for new job
leads...so you don't
have to!
You're considering Christian service
and are open to relocating, but don't
know where to begin? Start with us!
Our team uncovers new job leads
daily. Our ministry jobs span 215
different occupational categories.
Your jobs skills are needed in
ministry. We'll show you where.
Call today, toll free:

1-800-426.1342

meeting the communitys needs. The
Liberty chapter was started in the
early 1980s by Chancellor Jerry
Falwell's daughter, Jeannie.
Thomas believes thatorganizations
such as Circle K can positively influence Liberty's local image as well as
benefit the community.
"Around Lynchburg, either they
love or hate (Liberty students). They
get the attitude that students could
care less. Most residents are under
the impression thatstudentsjustcome
here for an education eight months
out of the year and couldn't care less
about Lynchburg the rest of the year.
We should get involved to show the
community that we do care, and we
are willing to help out in whatever
way we can," Thomas explained.
Other community functions that
Circle K will be involved in this
semester include: a blood drive, painting the Miller House for Girls, AdoptA-Highway program, visiting local
nursing homes and sending flower

Jim Thomas
Circle K Vice President
wreaths to nursing homes.
The next Circle K event will be a
Blood Mobile drive, which will be
jointly sponsored by the Circle K
club and the LU Health Club.
The blood drive is scheduled for
Wednesday, Feb. 17, and Thursday,
Feb.18, in the Vines Center from 12
p.m. to 6 p.m.

Campus Calendar
• The speakers tor concert on Feb. 27, at 7 p.m.
chapel this week include: in the LU Multi-Purpose CenWednesday — Dr. Fal- ter. Steven Curtis Champan
will be in concert on March
jwell
\ Friday— Cultural Aware- 25. For ticket information,
ness, Dean Greg Dowell call ext. 2131.
fMonday — Tom and
• Dr. Samuel Wellman will
| Elizabeth Smoak
be giving a recital at LU on
• Al Denson will be in Friday, Feb. 12, at 8 p.m. in

the Fine Arts recital hall
For more information, \
contact Dr. Wellman at
ext. 2097.
• Late night activities %
for Friday, Feb 12, include: late ice skate, following the hockey game,
and bowling.
lillil

>

This coupon good for

2 Free Games
at

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall
($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 2-28-93 Sun - Thurs only

Lynchburg Chiropractic Center

Dr. Todd M. MacDowall
Liberty University Alumnus

FREE EXAM TO LU STUDENTS W/ I.D.
3012 FOREST HILLS CENTER
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501

384-1631

EXAM VALUED AT $50.00
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MCs plan coffee
house special

YQ celebration
opens semester
By DAVE WILCOX
Champion Reporter

YouthQuest, a club at Liberty University associated with the Center for
Youth Ministry, held a celebration
rally to open the semester on Thursday, Feb. 4, at 7:30 p.m.
Some of the rally highlights included music by pianist John Cavanaugh the YouthQuest ladies' trio
and the men's quartet.
In addition, YouthQuest inaugurated its new president, Scott Deshong, and vice president, Jim Booth;
held various skits and was addressed
by Dave Adams, Center for Youth
Ministry director.
After the skits, a video from this
year's Scaremare was shown, followed by a list of activities that YouthQuest will be participating in this
semester.
Among those activities will be
spring break trips to Chicago, 111., and
Clearwater Beach, Fla. Students interested in either trip are encouraged
to go to the Center for Youth Ministry in RH 124.
During the celebration rally,
students were encouraged to become
involved in the various ministry team
opportunities that are sponsored by
YouthQuest. Someof the teams available include the prayer and encouragement team, the activities team, the
multi-media team, as well as the re-

cruitment and publicity
teams.
YouthQuest
also
encouraged people to get
involved in the discipleship program called
Grow Groups, which is
for both men and women.
The evening closed
with a message from
Adams, who talked about
the importance and significance of having a
vision.
Adams shared that a
vision is what motivates
and sustains you.
"A vision is imperative
because it will determine
your destiny," Adams
explained.
"The purpose of the
Center for Youth Ministry is to recruit, train and
place those who have a
vision to serve God
around the world in youth
ministry," he said.
For more information
regarding the various
activities or programs of
photo by Michelle Delapenhi
YouthQuest, contact
Dave Adams at the Cen- Members of the YouthQuest activities team and a live piglet set the
ter for Youth Ministry in stage for one of the skits during a celebration rally on Thursday, Feb. 4, in
Religion Hall 124 or call DeMoss 160-161. The rally opened the spring semester and encouraged
phone ext. 2179.
students to become involved in the various club activities.

Total Distance
3.363 miles

Overnight Stops

For Details:
33. June 20-21, Marysville,
34. June 22, Wooster, OH
35. June 23, Niks, OH
36. June 24, Erie, PA
37. June 25, Hamburg, NY
38. June 26, Canandaigua, NY

June 27-28, Syracuse, NY
June 29, Little Falls, NY
June 30, Albany, NY
July 1, Greenfield, MA
July 2, Lexington, MA
July 3, Boston, MA

Pedal for Power
P.O. Box 898
Atkinson, NH 03811
1-800-726-BIKE

Campus Roundup
School of Communications announces names
of students awarded as members of Who's Who
The school of communications
announced the names of 12 students
who were awarded nominations into
the Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges
in a faculty meeting last month.

In order to be nominated for Who's
Who, students must hold a G.P.A. of
3.5 or higher and be nominated by a
faculty member.
The Liberty students awarded this
year included: MaryAnne E.Emmons,

Dee Ann Flora, Elaine Graham, John
Herder, Christy Jean Hindson, Kimberly Christy, Jennifer Beth Klingler,
Melissa Nickerson, Galen Peel,
Evangeline E. Poggemiller, Amy
Powell and Tara Prowant.

— Senate
Continued from Page 1
said. "You can't make people vote. If
they don't want to vote, they're not
going to, whether the limit is $150 or
$450."
In addition, some senators expressed their concern that SGA elections might turn into a popularity
contest if the bill was passed.
"If we reduce it, (the cap) you know
how many people will be running just
to see if they can get elected? The
people who are more serious will not
mind spending thatamount of money,"
Senator Wendi Gibbs stated.
The Campaign Reform Resolution
Continued from Page 1
demonstrating, and that's another
reason I want to ride."
McCombs is looking forward to
spending time with God on the trip.
"One of our longest days is 117
miles. On a bike, that's anywhere
from five to 10 hours. It would also
be a major thing if I could lead someone to the Lord. Even if I only led one
person to Christ the entire trip, it
would be worth it," he said.
McCombs encourages others to use
their talents for God as well.
"No pain is too great for God.
Because when you think of all the
pain that's down here...in heaven
there's no pain. What we think is
great and fabulous on this earth is
nothing in comparison to heaven," he
stated. "Just look at the different talents that God has given you."
McCombs encourages his fellow
students to use the talents that God
has given them, regardless of how big
or how small the talent may be in a
human's eyes.
"It's all great for God. When you
look to Christ as your central point,
he's going to show you your talents,"
McCombs explained. "I 'm not a great
racer—Ijustgooutandride. It's all
I can do. It's something He's given
me.
McCombs believes that the trip
itself is more mental than physical.

als. Buses will be leaving from
David's Place at 4:30 p.m., returning
to campus at midnight
Since the ski trip is limited to 30
students, Student Life is asking that
pre-registration and payments be

Pool tournaments
continue
at David's Place
Student Life and David's Place
will be hosting week two of the
Thursday evening pool tournaments
for the month of February.
The pool tournaments begin every
Thursday evening at 7:30 p.m. in
David's Place, where men and
women can participate in the pool
tournament.
Prizes are awarded each week for
both first and second place.
For more information regarding
the tournament, call ext. 2691.

TWO CAN DINE

A Beach Evangelism Ministry
March 12-21
Cost: $250

o
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made seven days in advance of the
trip. Payments can be made at David's
Place.
Wintergreen will offer free ski lessons to anyone who has never skied
before.

Fish and
Chicken
Combos
For $3.98

lONdJOHN

SILVERS

•I

2019 Wards Rd.
Expires Feb. 28

"Ninety percent of anything is psychological and 10 percent is physical," he rationalized. "When I ran a 50
mile race last year, God showed me
how much time you need to spend in
prayer. Toward the end, every time I
took a step, a pain shot up my leg. I
had to depend on Christ every time I
put my foot down. Every time I put
my foot down, it was God. It wasn't
me. I couldn't have done it."
McCombs openly states that the race
he ran last year was a definite milestone in his spiritual life because he
learned that God is always there.
"I learned that He's always right
there beside you; and when He's not
doing that, He's carrying you,"
McCombs stated.
Two verses from the Bible have
encouraged and motivated McCombs
themost.Psalms71:20-21 says, "Thou
which hast shewed me great and sore
troubles shalt quicken me again, and
shall bring me up from the depths of
the earth. Thou shalt increase my
greatness and comfort me on every
side." II Corinthians 4:16 says, "For
which cause we faint not; but though
our outward man perish, yet the inward man is renewed day by day."
"The trip is more like a crown in
heaven because it's for something God
holds very dear to His heart... children," McCombs explained.

Clearwater Beach
Alive

Student Life, SGA sponsor annual ski blitz trip
to Wintergreen resort, final ski trip of spring semester
Student Life is sponsoring a ski
blitz at Wintergreen ski resort on
Tuesday, Feb. 16, from 7 p.m. to 11
p.m.
The student rate is set at $ 15 for lift
tickets and $13 for equipment rent-

of 1993 failed senate 30-10.
Other bills passed by the senate
earlier this semester include: the Sidewalk Bill, which will place a six foot
wide sidewalk along University
Boulevard, from the driveway to the
Hancock Center to the road to David's
Place; the House Phone in Cafeteria
Bill, in which two house phones will
be placed in the cafeteria, before
the cash registers, for use by the students and the Cafeteria Mailbox
Resolution, which will place a campus mailbox under the catwalk of the
cafeteria.

— Biking

Pedal for Power Across America

1. May 15, Los Angeles, CA
2. May 16, Riverside, CA
3. May 17, India, CA
4. May 18, Illy the, CA
5. May 19, Wlckenberg, AZ
19. June 4, Dodge City, KS
6. May 20, Prescott, AZ
20. June 5, Great Bend, KS
21. June 6, McPherson, KS
7. May 21, Cottonwood, AZ
22. June 7-8, Abilene, KS
8. May 22-23, Flagstaff, AZ
23.June9,Topeka,KS
9. May 24, Holbrook, AZ
24. June 10, St. Josephs, MO
10. May 25, Gallup, NM
25. June 11, Chillicothe, MO
11. May 26, Grants, NM
12. May 27, Albuquerque, NM 26. June 12, Kirksville, MO
13. May 28-29, Santa Fe, NM 27. June 13, Quincy, IL
28. June 14-15, Springfield, IL
14. May 30, Las Vegas, NM
15. May 31, Tucumcarl, NM 29. June 16, Champaign, IL
30. June 17, Crawfordsville, IN
16.Junel,Dalhart,TX
31. June 18, Indianapolis, IN
17. June 2, Guymon, OK
32. June 19, Richmond, IN
18. June 3, Liberal, KS

theater.
"As MC it's mostly my responsiStudent Government Association bility to keep things fresh and worth
will be sponsoring a special coming back to," O'Bryon explained.
Shelor, a business marketing maValentine's Day Coffee House on
Saturday, Feb. 13. The masters of jor, was a member of the Youth Quest
ceremony will be Chris O'Bryon drama team for two years. He explained that this year his school work
and Lenny Shelor.
Both O'Bryon and Shelor have is taking up more time so he is unable
hosted the Coffee House before and to participate in the drama team which
look forward to what they consider is why he enjoys hosting Coffee
Houses.
to be one of the best shows yet.
Students who attend the Coffee
O'Bryon, who graduated in December with a degree in music, has House can expect to see Shelor and
attended LU since 1988 and enjoys O'Bryon put on a good show and
hosting the Coffee Houses because even possibly sing a song.
"We'll probably just get up there
they keep him in touch with the school
and help him explore his talents and make fools of ourselves and have
which range from music to live- stage fun!" Shelor stated.

By SARAH MCCARTNEY
Champion Reporter

$25 Discount
For
YouthQuest
Members &
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Pick up applications
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Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17
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Deep thoughts equal
better arguments
Depth of thought. Ideology. Ideals. These words seem almost absent
in the mouths and minds of the Young Right.
Too often, in the quest to make our voices heard, we stoop to the level
of the incompetent and the inarticulate, spouting off cheap political
drivel that accomplishes nothing mote than giving us the label of "McCarthyists" and "Commie Hunters."
| Yes,we lost the election. But instead of looking for the basic reasons
why, we revert to ournatural instincts of name-calling and betty-aching.
No* Bill Clinton is not the Anti-Christ. Yes. Under his leadership taxes
will inevitably rise, GNP fall and the economy worsen.
Our nation's defense may be cut and American sovereignty could be
threatened.
Homosexuals and other deviant lifestyles will garner more civil rights
than ever before.
And yes, the "Evil Empire" of CNN, ABC, CBS and NBC will
liationany televiseIrTeemireS
the
way: the whole while offering their "unbiased*' opinions and insight.
; The Right will get some represetuation, yet almost always in the form
of hysterical lunatics, yelling "death to the faggots" and "burn the baby
killers."
Scenarios have been painted of gay soldiers in combat "bleeding all
over the place" and how horribleit would be. Absent &om this scene is
the true underlying problem of gays in the military thathas already been
addressed, intelligently, by members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the
armed forces of the United States.
These very experienced men point out the fact of the potential for a
tremendous erosion of unity within the combat ready unit if known and
avowed homosexuals are allowed entry.
Even syndicated columnist Mike Royko, often known for his satirical
views of the Bush administration and conservatism, has on several
occasions used his pen to express his concern (seriously and intelligently) with the possibility of gays in the military.
The pro-life movement, embroiled in a mortal conflict of its own, also
| gains much attention from the press, but its views and platforms are often
distorted by the sensational aspects of the debate.
While their efforts are to be applauded, why have not more constitutional lawyers come forward to challenge the Roe vs. Wade decision at
itsvery core? Sedwick County, Kan., District court Judge Paul W. Clark
ruled July 21,1992, that "the premature termination of a pregnancy by
a surgical procedure terminates life."
The pro-life camp should jump on this precedent-setting case and
utilize it to its fullest potential. Yet, most are probably unaware of it or
similar cases.
It would be interesting to see how many "informed" pro-lifers have
actually read the decision they grapple against.
These two issues are but a fraction of the problems confronting
conservatism and biblical fundamentalism today.
Too much time is wasted by piddling with trivial cheap; political
phrases and cliches. Instead our efforts should be centered on undermining the problems that confront our cau se at its foundation, dismembering
them with intelligent arguments, legal and constitutional that gain respect and results.
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Showdown at Radford
Rivalry in the sporting arena is a good thing. It is healthy for school
spirit and brings unity to the student body, The rivalry between Liberty
University and Radford University intensified at the last meeting of the
men's basketball teams.
-

The Champion encourages all students to attend the Radford vs.
liberty game at Radford University Feb.27. Tickets may be purchased
in ad vance at the Vines Center ticket office for $5, 9 to 5p.m., MondayFriday.
Show your team spirit and support in what proves to be an exciting
game. As visiting fans, however, and ambassadors of Liberty University, rernember not to let the cheering become too heated or personal in;
nature.
And when the Radford fans ridicule our team, players or the school in
general, simply point and answer with perhaps the best cheer of all:
•:vXv:v.-:-;-:-:-:':-.'.-.v;v.v.v.-.-.v.v.v.v^
>
•-• •
•
miiiiii
"Scoreboard! Scoreboard!..."
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The Champion encourages members of the
community to submit letters to the editor on any
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Homosexual rights: another
piece of the civil rights pie
It is said that homosexuals deserve their
piece of the civil rights pie as everyone else.
"Gay rights," they call it And despite furious
resistance (needless to say, the process won't
be altogether democratic), American law will
likely recognize homosexuals as a legitimate
minority and their "preference" as natural.
To achieve its goals, the gay movement
wisely followed the example of the pro-abortion movement: avoiding any substantive
questions. Homosexuals repeatedly cited
"hate crimes" against them and labeled their
opponents "homophobes" and "Falwellists."
And similarly, in defending society's traditional scom upon homosexuality, conservatives have failed to address the issue in any
meaningful way. We have been fooled into
accepting unqualified definitions of equality
and discrimination.
Enough.
In the debate (if I may call it that) over
whether homosexuals should have their own
rights, two obvious and fundamental questions have yet to be answered.
First, are gays inherently homosexual as
they claim? And if not, does society have
good reason to discourage their practice?
The answer to thefirstquestion begins with
a simple but sound syllogism. If homosexuality is inherent, it must be inherited. It must
be genetic somehow. Yet, gays do not have
children. If homosexuality was inherent, the
gay population should have died long ago.
Simple.
It would be difficult to believe that all
homosexuals' parents and grandparents were
"closet gays."
Another simple observation can help answer whether gays are born gay. If a certain

Barton
Swaim
Special to The Champion
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number of men are inherently homosexual,
the number of gay men in prison ought to be
proportional to the number in the general
population. The same should be true of Navy
submarines. The lopsidedness, though, is
well known.
Does homosexuality include a tendency to
go to jail and join the Navy?
And what's more, there are former gays. If
a trait is inherent, how can it be discarded?
Oh, sure, a couple of "scientists" have said
homosexuality can be traced to—oh, what
was it—brain cells? (no political agenda there,
I'm sure). Again, the issue has yet to be addressed in a serious, critical manner.
But, even if gays are born straight and
switch afterwards, our second question must
be answered if the nation is to deny homosexuals lawful protection: If homosexuality
doesn' t hurt anyone, what reason does society
have to discourage it?
The answer is that it does hurt people, all
people. The physiological implications and
results of anal intercourse make it plain that
homosexuality is both unnatural (to use Falwellesque language) and detrimental.
Long before AIDS, homosexuals were
dying of hepatitis B in immensely disproportionate numbers to heterosexuals. Because,
among other things, anal intercourse ruptures
columnar cells in the rectum.

Some might argue that heterosexual intercourse has diseases of its own, but those
diseases never occur as a result of the heterosexual act itself.
Moreover, survey after survey of the first
AIDS patients showed that they engaged in
homosexual intercourse (236 of 240,83 of 85,
94 of 94, etc). Coincidence? It would be
tough to contend that homosexuality had no
part in the origin of AIDS—impossible to
contend that it does not cause hepatitis B.
One other aspect of gay rights that has
slipped America's mind is this: If someone is
ticked that they didn't get that high-salaried
job, all they have to do is claim they are gay
and sue on that basis.
Take me. I can't claim to be black, Hispanic, female or handicapped, but I CAN
claim to be gay. Who could disprove me? I
could make that claim and sue for discrimination. So like most laws passed these days, the
only group that gayrightslaws would benefit
is lawyers.
Homosexuality, then, is not only selfdestructive, which is reason enough to discourage it, but dangerous to society.
So then, what do we conclude? First, the
homosexual is bom heterosexual. Regardless
of how the gay man gets from the latter to the
former, he can "help it" Second, society has
a perfectly legitimate right to discourage or
even ban the practice—it kills people and
would be legally disastrous.
And we want to protect homosexuality by
law? Teach it as a viable option to our children? Certainly, we don't need to go invading
bedrooms. Butjust as certainly, we shouldn't
go promoting its practice as if it were perfectly natural and honorable.

Clinton's book: putting people first?
No word can adequately describe the way
I felt after reading Bill Clinton's book, "Putting People First."
To call this title inaccurate is, at best, an
understatement. Perhaps it should be titled,
"Putting Government First."
The book was filled with ways government will garner control of the American
people. Some of the contents could easily be
called socialistic.
Clinton's pro-abortion, pro-homosexual
and economic policies are old news to me.
However, I became alarmed when I read his
ideas for a National Police Corps and "boot
camps."
The National Police Corps is probably
Clinton's most socialistic idea. Clinton claims
he willfightcrime by "pulling 100,000 new
police officers on the streets...and creating a
National Police Corps..."
The first thing that should come into
people's minds (and not just history buffs) is
that this sounds awfully familiar to the Russian K.G.B. or the German Storm Troopers.
Once this plan gets implemented, how long
will it be before the government starts using
its control over the police to meet its own
ends? How long will it take for the government to start using the National Police Corps
to quell demonstrations or protests?
On a more practical note, I can foresee a
time when this National Police Corps will be
utilized to disperse or arrest pro-lifers
surrounding an abortion clinic or "marching
for life."
What can be a greater sign of the demise
of democracy than government controlling
the police? It won't be too far off that they
start using this resource to put down political
opposition just as the German SS troops did
prior to World War II.

Nelson
Mumma
Champion Reporter
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Christians should be alarmed because this
action could very well be the beginning of
"persecution forrighteousnesssake."
The government is getting more hostile
toward anything religious, and it is not far off
before Christian's rights will be openly violated by these national police officers.
This may seem like a radical view, but who
would have thought even 10 years ago that
carrying a Bible in school would be an offense, or that witnessing on the bus would be
forbidden as it is in Arizona?
More and more American's rights are
being taken away; and with a democratic
president that demands even more government control, that control and use of the
police is a very dangerous development.
Do not make the mistake of thinking President Clinton is not serious about this National
Police Corps.
He mentioned it, using the exact same wording, nine times in his book.
Yes, he is very serious.
Equally as serious is Clinton's proposal of
"boot camps" for young offenders of the law.
These camps are supposed tohelpoffenders become decent citizens by using "shock
incarceration" and requiring "rigorous exercise and arduous work to instill discipline,
boost self-esteem and teach decency and respect for the law."
One only needs to go back to Nazi Germany to see concentration camps that re-

semble these "boot camps." After all, what
were the German concentration camps other
than advanced and demented "shock incarcerations" filled with "arduous work."
Then again, who is to say what "shock
incarceration" is? Will it be beatings, lack of
food and clothing or packing of inmates into
inadequate housing?
And what is arduous work? Is it working
12 hours a day? Is it being given more work
than one can possibly handle so that one's
health is at risk?
The answer is that the government will
decide what "shock incarceration" and "arduous work" is.
They will be in control, and the welfare of
the inmates will be in the hands of every administration that comes along. This certainly
does not insure that therightsof inmates will
be protected.
In addition, after we allow inmates to be
put in these "boot camps," what will stop the
government from eventually putting government protesters or even Christians in these
camps?
Clinton could very well be laying the
foundation for a government that will claim
absolute control over the people as well as the
persecution that the Bible says Christians
will inevitably face.
Do not be misled.
Although the idea of a National Police
Force and "boot camps" may seem harmless
and may seem to help society right now, if
abused and taken any further, they will become a serious hinderance to many of the
rights Americans now possess.
If these policies are implemented and allowed to unfold, they could very well spell
the beginning of the end of the democratic
United States as we now know it.
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Trojan horse in American policy: United Nations
By BRENT TRIMBLE

These words ring true today as wefindit
politically incorrect to mention words such as
If someone approached a U.S. citizen in "patriotism" or "nationalism." Instead, the
post WWII society with the statement, words have been replaced with phrases like
"America has come under control by a for- "global inter-dependence."
eign agency which dictates our foreign polSadly, the United States foreign policy has
icy," the answer would have been an in- come under the dictatorship of a foreign encredulous, "What?"
tity, the United Nations.
After all, America was the champion of
Once a laughable, miss-handled organizafreedom, lifting nations from the throes of tion that seriously blundered in its every move
fascist dictatorships and engaging itself in a (Kenya, Beirut, Lebanon), the United Nadeadlock with the evil empire of commu- tions has emerged as a stalwart for peace in a
nism.
tumultuous world.
Patriotism ran high, and a renewed sense
Why is this a frightening prospect?
of nationalism permeated the land. Yet, as
The United Nations is nothing more than a
early as 1947, Alice Bailey wrote aprophetic front or prototype for the famed "New World
book entitled "Problems of Humanity."
Order" of George Bush and Mikhail
Bailey felt that "what we need above all to Gorbechev, a movement whose terminology
see—as a result of spiritual maturity—is the gets thrown around very loosely today.
abolition of those two principles which have
The Gulf War and present skirmishes in the
wrought so much evil in the world and which area stand as a perfect example. The mighty
are summed up in the two words: sover- United States, with token forces from the
eignty and nationalism."
other allies (only England came close to proOpinion Editor

viding anything close to a formidable force),
united together with a common interest: to
rescue a helpless country from an evil dictator.
The disturbing aspect of the entire scenario was the fact that the United States
abided by United Nation's resolutions during the entire operation, resolutions thatcalled
for containment rather than victory, a tactical
strategy that today sees us as being made
fools of by the man in Baghdad.
The police action in Somalia is also being
conducted with the guiding hand of the U.N.
While these actions are certainly applaud able, they raise a frightening specter: the
continuing erosion of America's sovereignty
and nationalism.
Why must the United States come under
the direction of an organization which funds
over 30 percent of its budget but only receives one sixth of the vote? It is also interesting to note that the only successful paramilitary ventures the United Nations has par-

ticipated in are those which involved the
United States. After all, where was the United
Nations in China? Where were they in Eastem Europe when hundreds were being butchered on the Berlin Wall? What about the
crisis in El Salvador or Nicaragua?
The present U.N. action in Bosnia/Croatia
has accomplished little and is destined to be
another "United Nothing" failure, all with
plenty of U.S. funding.
The chiding of the United Nations toward
dictatorships as in communist countries went
unheeded for years, so why does the United
States, with no human rights violations, suddenly find that it needs the United Nations
approval for actions outside its borders?
This simply brings the nation closer to its
acceptance into the global community of the
future, where all borders will be erased as
well as personal freedom. Skeptics argue,
"What is wrong with a harmonic convergence of nations, putting an end to the strife
in the world?" When has increased govern-

ment meant anything more than decreased
freedom?
Until now, most of the U.S. compliances
with U.N. resolutions have been out of
friendly courtesy. But when our nationalism has deteriorated to a certain point, the
United Nations will be a viable authority.
As demonstrated, this transition has accelerated in recent years. What will it take
to persuade Americans to rid their country
of this Trojan Horse?
Will our children have to take lessons in
"Esperanto" and "global interactive studies?"( They are actually being taught.) Will
they have to recite "The Declaration of
Interdependence?"(One has been written.)
When the United Nations begins enforcing the "Declaration of the Elimination of
All Forms of Intolerance and Discrimination by Religious Belief," which was
adopted by the General Assembly on November 25, 1981, will Christians finally
rise up to defend their beliefs?

Prevent campus crime
before it happens
By TONYA WALTERS
Champion Reporter

Campus Watch, Liberty Security and
locked dorm rooms may seem like a nuisance, yet these precautions are more necessary to our safety than we might think.
It is estimated by an organization for improving campus safety, called Security on
Campus, Inc., that violent acts are committed
against college students every two hours, and
a murder occurs every 10 days.
This vast amount of crime also tends to be
the most under-reported crime.
The crimes that are occuring include theft,
sexual and physical assualt, hazing, vandalism, arson and homicide.
When serious crimes like these occur on a
campus, they are handled by campus police
and school officials.
This tends to bring a lesser penalty upon
the criminal, giving them a mere week's suspension.
Those who break the law aren' t considered
to be true criminals because the situation is
not turned over to the police.
For the most part, campus crimes are seen
as the institution's problem.
When penalties are this lenient, the rate of
crime can only rise.
High crime rates on campuses can

only make a school's reputation decay; therefore, many colleges have decided to re-evaluate security measures and stiffen penalties.
College security officials met for a conference at the University of Florida after
five college students were killed near campus.
They claimed that campuses aren't anymore dangerous than the community itself.
However, the attention being focused is
causing punishment for campus crimes, including date rape.
Several are making more of an effort to
calm parent's fears about their children's
safety.
A new federal law requires colleges to
publish crime statistics so that parents and
students can select an institution based partly
on their safety record.
Unfortunately, universities use different
methods to categorize crimes, making it nearly
impossible to compare data from campus to
campus.
Security officers claim that the press blows
crime out of proportion yet are concerned
about increased reports of date rape.
This increase shows that students are becoming more conscientious about reporting
such incidents, not that more such incidents
are taking place.

LU Forum
Address racial issue as Paul instructed the Corinthians
Editor:
I would like to briefly respond to the article
"White males plunder..." in the Jan. 27 issue
of The Champion, written by the editor.
I believe I understand what the editor intended to address in his article, which is the
tendency of certain liberal groups to assign

Equal standards
for everyone
Editor:
I would like to respond to the comments
made by Arminta Richardson in the Feb. 3
edition of The Champion.
Your response about not wanting the standard lowered for the Negro creates bewilderment If such a vast amount of people want
the standards lowered then why not create a
mass lobby to have them dissolved?
Of course, that would make all the rules
equal and employers would not have to
merely fill quotas, but they could hire the
most qualified for the job, white or black.
Imagine the efficiency. (Of course, "some"
would complain again because then they
really would feel discriminated against.)
Law enforcement agencies would not have
to lower the entrance exam test scores to
accomodate Negroes (and it does happen).
Then I would not feel discriminated against
because I received a higher score but did not
get accepted.
Corporations and factories would not have
to search for Negroes to fulfill their quotas so
as to not receive discrimination charges from
the N.A.A.C.P. and A.C.L.U. Incentive to
educate yourselves so you can become successful then would be stressed.
However, I have heard no one calling for
such disbandment, and I do not think I will.
"Some" American citizens enjoy being pampered and spoiled by the government. I encourage you to succeed, just don't expect
someone to help you do it. Unlike welfare,
success has to be earned.
Jeff S. Smith

blame for most of society's social ills upon
white European males and/or their descendants. This group of certain liberals fits
neatly into issue of political correctness.
Political correctness extends beyond more
than just the "proper" or politically correct
verbiage but also insists upon a "correct"
dominant political/social ethos and ideology
of our day which employs broad brush generalities of assigning fault and blame on a particular group for the problems and difficulties
faced by another group.
This issue does need to be critiqued. How-

ever, what resulted from the editor's article
was confusion and anger by readers who did
not appreciate being generalized, trivialized,
or denigrated by the language or unintended
message of the writer. The same generalities
that the editor laments, he utilizes against minorities and women in his article.
As a student, the editor is learning his
occupation just as many other students are
also learning theirs. However, those students
who choose majors in media or related fields
realize very quickly that their apprenticeship
is open to public scrutiny and criticism.

It is my hope and prayer that the energy
created by this article can be harnessed to
produce thoughtful and creative outlets for
proactive involvement by students, staff and
faculty. I would encourage any and all students to seek positive avenues for change.
Attitudes of prejudice, hatred, intolerance
and resentment must be replaced with acceptance, love, toleration and appreciation. Christ
and no other has solved the problem of our
relationships with our fellowman. "For he
himself is our peace who has made the two
one and has destroyed the barrier, the dividing

wall of hostility." (Eph. 2:14)
The editor is to be commended for many of
his thought provoking articles and opinions.
However, this article in my opinion, did little
to enlighten, present truth and in many ways
was outrightly offensive. I hope that more
consideration and care will guide future topics of opinion. As Paul instructed the Corinthians, "And now I will show you the most excellent way."
Bruce Traeger
Associate Vice President of
Student Development

Article inaccurate, propagates 'unfounded' stereotypes
Editor:
When Ifirstsaw the immensely unfounded
and greatly distorted picture of the present
situation in Somalia, it greatly hurt and angered me. I wanted to show how great the
distortion of the article written by the editor in
chief himself, that I immediately wanted to
respond.
Ifirstwanted to respond by voicing my pain
and anger over not only what I see as a
tremendous distortion of the true reality of
white males in the U.S.A. but also the editor's
propagation of stereotypes of minorities,
(legitimate minorities), like black Americans
and females as well. How the editor in chief
seems to want to deny the obvious racism and
discrimination that at one time in this nation
was held as true, that people of color (which,
by the way, means more than just blacks)
were, and to great extent still are, seen as less
than equal to whites even though we have
achieved in every honorable disciple.
I could name numerous examples of numerous people of color and their unique
achievements in this nation; I could name
numerous studies, recent studies that the U.S.
still sees blacks, Hispanics and women as
inferiors to whites (white males), but to me
the obvious speaks for itself. Also, the tone
and the testimonies of those who have tried to
reason with the editor in chief about his
mockery has led me to conclude that it would

be fruitless, indeed.
However, my greatest concern isfirstof all,
that as long as people in powerfully influential positions like editor in chief continue to
propagate unfounded stereotypes about people
of color and foreigners (who cannot govern
themselves without the permanent leadership
of white Europeans) the unity of believers
both in this nation and on this campus will not
exist!
As far as I am concerned, The Champion
and its editor in chief woe every woman, black
American, hispanic and foreign student an

apology.
Will it happen? My thinking is no, it will
not. I am hoping that I am wrong.
Am I denying some white males are taking
unfounded heat—no. But, to me, the editor in
chief is saying more than just that.
What I am saying is that until we come to
truly know each other in Christ (more minority professors, administrators and students
and not stereotypes) we will not be able to live
together in love.
This means that blacks must not believe
that all whites are racist, which also means

that whites must stop seeing blacks as inferior, even when they bear M.Div., M.B.A.,
Th.D. and Ph.D.s. We, as Christians, must
not see women as only objects of pleasure and
ridicule.
The kind of tone and attitude depicted in
both the article and cartoon will never promote the unity of the body of Christ
Yes, some whites are being mistreated, and
this too must not be tolerated. But this article
and cartoon distort more than just "white
males plunder earth..."
Edward B. Davis III, M.Div.

Minority offended by politically correct sarcasm
Editor:
After reading your article entitled "White
males plunder earth, take credit for 'catastrophe'" I was very insulted. I fit into every
minority category in that article. I must let
you know that as a black, an an immigrant,
and as a female, 1 feel your article has belittled
the pains, the struggles, the challenges and
the overwhelming prejudices that minority
groups have fought so hard to abolish.
Your article was truly a display of prejudice due to ignorance. You, editor in chief,
have absolutely no concept and knowledge of
ethnic and multi-cultural history. It is so unfortunate that in your article you have left the
impression that all of Liberty's while males

are as unknowledgable about culture as you.
Being a woman I must tell you that no
male, whatever color or creed has given unto
me any liberty and dignity. God is my creator not you, and I uphold my dignity as it is
not given unto me by or anyone else. Furthermore, about persons of color, or as you wrote
it "blacks," who are you to say that "we'll
even lower the standards" if blacks are to
"take our jobs." Exactly who told you all jobs
belong to "whiles?"
I am an intelligent and competent black
person. You of course have shown me the
level of your intelligence.
As far as the immigrants are concerned, I
must inform you thai America is a "melling

pot." This country was created and lifted by
all immigrants. Last time I checked, the Native American Indians are the only nonimmigrants.
Finally, I must express that the editor in
chief, along with anyone else that might have
the same concepts as he, need an ethnic multicultural American history course. As far as
your sarcasm in the paper, it proves to be another sign of ignorance.
You don't even understand the sensitivity
of the issues you tried to talk about.
I hope the next time you write about minority groups you'll have your facts and
HISTORY in check.
Jeanne Eugene
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New enrollment services
expand, providing help
By REBEKAH HURST
LUSLLL Editor

photo by Sheldon Werner

Director Shaun Redgate and assistant Rick Rasberry head the Enrollment
and Support Services Division recently established through LUSLLL.

Liberty University's School of LifeLong
Learning recently added a new division designed to assist students in initial enrollment
and subsequent re-enrollment.
The Enrollment and Support Services
Division includes experienced faculty advisers from various departments in LUSLLL.
The directorof the division is Shaun Redgate,
and assistant, Rick Rasberry.
Service is available eight hours a day, five
days a week, so students can talk about problems concerning course selection, registering
for classes and questions about students'
degree programs.
'This group will especially help students
who have been enrolled for a while and who
remember the old personal adviser system
that LUSLLL had," Homer Massey, assistant

to the dean, said. "New students will find that
these faculty members will facilitate their
initial experience with LUSLLL," he continued.
Massey explained that the unique problem
with LUSLLL is time and distance. On campus
students can go right to the registrar's office
and talk to someone face to face whereas
LUSLLL students must write letters and wait
for a response or call and leave a message.
The new Enrollment and Support Services
Division tries to shorten the time and diminish
the distance factor for students by calling
them and being more available to them.
People involved in the program have been
with LUSLLL longer than most of the faculty
and staff, making them more experienced in
assisting students. The new division will
work closely with Jay Spencer who was recently appointed vice-president for Recruit-

Graduate owns private practice
By REBEKAH HURST
LUSLLL Editor

Dr. Kathie Erwin, who received
her master's degree in counseling
from Liberty University's School of
LifeLong Learning, is now a licensed
professional counselor in Largo, Fla.
Erwin chose to counsel in Florida
so she could be involved in a Christian counseling program.
Satisfied with the courses she took
through LUSLLL, she said she was
pleased that the counseling program
was well-accredited.
"As a licensed professional, I
learned everything I needed to know
through LUSLLL."
The biblical context contained in
psychology and counseling classes
also made the courses both excellent
and enjoyable according to Erwin.
She is now a clinical psychothera-
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Spring Semester Calendar
Jan. 4: Spring Semester Begins
Jan. 4 - February 12: Preferred Registration (3 hours or more)
Jan. 4 - 8: On-campus Modular Courses
Jan. 11 -15: On-campus Modular Courses
Feb. 15-26: Preferred Restriction Registration {3 hours only)
Mar. 15 -19: On-campus Modular Courses (limited schedule)
May 14: Bacculaureate Services
May 15: Commencement Exercises
May 15: Spring Semester Ends
Summer Semester Calendar
May 17: Summer Semester Begins
May 17 - June 11: Preferred Registration (3 hours or more)
May 17-21: On-campus Modular Courses
May 24 - 28: On-campus Modular Courses
June 7-11: On-campus Modular Courses
June 14-18: On-campus Modular Courses
June 14 - 25: Preferred Restriction Registration (3 hours only)
July 31: Summer Semester Ends

Ellis plays major role as dean, chairman
By REBEKAH HURST
100%

87%

LUSLLL

Semester Calendar

pistandownsaprivate practice. Erwin the other," Erwin explained.
is also currendy writing a book on
Erwin received her bachelor's
contemporary Christian counseling degree from Eckerd College, a
which will correspond with Dr. Gary master's degree in business adminiCollins' series.
stration and a doctorate in human
Erwin's psychology profession is resource management from Califorher third career. She worked as a nia Coast University as well.
radio and television anchorwoman in
She later became a certified finanFlorida for eight years. Later, she cial planner from the college of fibuilt a financial planning practice nancial planning in Colorado. Erwin
after receiving her master's of busi- is also an accredited public relations
ness administration.
professional and a contributor to the
She has recommended the LU Alumni Association.
LUSLLL program to a number of
Erwin's husband, who is now a repeople and will continue to recom- tired dentist, also recently received a
mend LUSLLL because of the im- master's degree in counseling from
portance of Christian counselors.
LUSLLL.
Erwin stays busy as the mother of
"I try to help Christian students
become licensed professionals. The seven-year-old twin daughters as
Word of God and a high quality well. "Following the Lord is an ad- Dr. Kathie Erwin
education go well together because venture," she said, "but it is really LUSLLL counseling graduate
you don't have to give up one to have neat though!"

LUSLLL Student
Completion Plans

ing and Admissions for Liberty University.
In the early days of LUSLLL, students
depended heavily on personal advisers who
were readily available to them through the use
of an 800 number.
As the school grew and more qualified
faculty members were added, there was a
gradual change in the way students' needs
were to be met.
On one hand students were able to deal directly with faculty members about course
content, on the other hand, many matters did
not get the attention students were accustomed to.
During the initial period oftimethat the division has been in place, faculty and students
alike have applauded the move.
LUSLLL's new system helps students when
the rest of the faculty is unavailable or busy
with course planning and grading.

Further
Study

outside their borders. Ellis makes
sure that LUSLLL policies coincide
Dr. Richard Ellis is the current with regulations from differentstates.
chairman of the department of genAs chairman of the department of
eral education as well an assistant general education, Ellis approves
dean in the School of LifeLong Learn- general education classes such as
ing. Ellis works with different re- English, math, history, biology,
search and assessment projects in- drama, music, etc.
volved with the school.
Since much of the course work for
"It primarily deals with how we are LUSLLL's general studies is the
same as the on-campus courses, many
doing as a school," Ellis said.
LU
professors are relied on as well.
As assistant dean, Ellis makes sure
that the courses taught through
"We are very dependent on people
LUSLLL are basically the same as who teach on campus who also work
those taught on campus.
with us through LUSLLL," Ellis said.
He also works with the various
Three degree programs are offered
states' relations as they deal with in the general education department.
people who live outside of Virginia
An associate of arts degree that
who may be taking LUSLLL courses. was recently approved is now being
Some states have jurisdictional laws offered as well as a bachelor of sciregarding education of people from ence degree in general studies and a

LUSLLL Editor

bachelor of science degree in interdisciplinary
studies.
Ellis was attracted to
Liberty because of its diversity and because of the
academically sound programs offered.
"ForaChristian school,
Liberty has a lot of majors and a commitment to
a Christian education,"
Ellis explained.
Ellis began working
with Liberty in 1988 after
working seven years as
director of admissions at
William Tyndale College
in Michigan. He has
worked with LUSLLL for
four years.

Dr. Richard Ellis
Dean of general education

graphic by Shelhe Heck.thorn
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A $25 donation to Liberty
University will bring up to 28
issues of The Liberty Champion,
including LUSLL news,
to your mailbox.

Liberty University School of LifeLong Learning
GRADUATE:
BUSI 510

MAY 17 - 21
UNDERGRADUATE:
BIBL 105
Old Testament Survey
BUSI 342
Human Resources Management
ECNC 213
Principles of Economics- Micro
HTUS221
Survey of American History I
MUSC 103
Music Appreciation
PSYC 210
Developmental Psychology
SPCM 101
Speech Communication
GRADUATE:
THEO510
Survey of Christian Doctrine

J. Borland
C. Livesay
P. Synn
H. Blass
R. Locy
J. Vess
M. Zeigler
D. Mitchell

MAY 24 - 28
UNDERGRADUATE:
History of Life
APOL290
Daniel/Revelation
BIBL 450
Principles of Management
BUSI 310
Theatre Appreciation
DRAM 101
Adolescent Psychology
PSYC 331
Survey of American History II
HIUS 222
Speech Communication
SPCM 101
GRADUATE:
BUSI 604
International Management
Integration of Psychology &Theo .
COUN645
OBST 638
Daniel

C. Edwards
T. Howe
N. Torrence
D. Allison
J. Lee
S. Livesay
R. Daubert
R. Adkins
G.Collins
R. Patterson

NBST 525

Management Information Systems M. Zaffke
(May 29 - June 5)
New Testament Introduction
B.Sandy

JUNE 7-11
UNDERGRADUATE:
BUSI 200
Introduction to Computer-Based
Systems (June 7 -12)
PSYC 405
Group Dynamics
SPCM 101
Speech Communication
THEO201
Theology Survey I
GRADUATE:
Business Policy
BUSI 690

S.Lai
W. Scott
M. Zeigler
K. Kennedy
J. George

JUNE 14 - 18
UNDERGRADUATE:
BIBL 110
New Testament Survey
BUSI 301
Business Law
PSYC 200
General Psychology
SPCM 101
Speech Communication
THEO 240
Christian Evidences
GRADUATE:
COUN606
Group Process I
NBST 677
Pastoral Epistles

S. Towns
M. Clauson
P. Walker
C. Kramer
M. Foreman
E. Scalise
G. Couser

1. These are (jnly preliminary course listings; others may be
added.

M A Y -U . IIJNT3 A

UNDERGRADUATE:
ECNC 214
Principles of Economics II-Macro
PSYC 321
Psychology of Childhood
SPCM 101
Speech Communication
THEO 202
Theology Survey II

T.Lai
Worthington
C. Kramer
G. Leveretl

I | Yes, I would like to donate to Liberty and receive
The Liberty Champion for two semesters. Enclosed
is a tax deductible gift of $25, payable to The Liberty
Champion.

I
| Name

j Street
I City
j Area Code & Phone #
Visa
Card#

Master Card

-State

ZIP.

Discover
Exp. date

Authorized Signature

For more information or to donate, call
toll free 1-800-628-7974, ext. 2128 or send
check or money order to:

2. On-campus housing will be available except for May 17-21.
3. Call 1-800-466-5000 to enroll early.
During the summer a weekly chapel service and other student
activities will be available through the office of Rob Jackson, vice
president for student development.

1_.

The Liberty Champion _
Box 20000
j*
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001
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Proper eating habits
help to prevent illness

By JOANNA TEDDER

of death. Through a healthy diet, the life
Assistant Copy Editor
span can be greatly lengthened. Lane recomAmerican college students have a tremen- mends a diet based on the triangular diagram
dous need for healthy eating. Students are shown, rather than the basic four food groups.
constantly under pressure, causing a resis- The system involving the four food groups
tance in the human immune system. Proper is not practical for the needs of most people.
A cheerleader weighing 100 pounds is not
eating habits are a must to prevent illness and
fatigue.
•M^^amMH -aaj____-__-__-__g going to eat as much as
the football player that
"People look for a
Health
Beat
weighs 300 pounds,
wonder food. We have
——
Lane
said.
to have a variety of
foods," Dr. Richard Lane, professor of Health
The new program gives participants a choice
Sciences and a physician with Light Medical, of what they should eat, not a specified numsaid.
ber of certain foods. "There's even room for
Eating a good, nutritious diet is important chocolate and pizza (in the diet) in moderafor everyone, not only those individuals who tion," Lane said.
wish to lose weight.
The triangle was developed because people
Lane, like many others, suggests reducing need to eat less fats and sugars and more
the intake of fats, salt and cholesterol. Healso vegetables. Grains are the basis of
advises limiting the amount of protein intake. this suggested diet. It is designed so that a
Many people do not realize what is in- person can survive, even by eliminating the
volved in dieting. While going on a diet is just foods represented in the upper levels of
a New Year's resolution for some, for others the triangle.
it is a serious matter of life or death.
In addition, Lane suggests reducing the
amount
of empty calories a person consumes
Poor nutrition is one of the leading causes
V

because these calories contain almost no nutritional value and contain large amounts of
fat.
Foods such as butter, salad dressings,
cheese, sour cream and mayonnaise often
enhance the flavor of favorite foods (and
hide the taste of others) but add unneeded
calories and fat. These condiments can often
double the calorie count of the original
food item.
For instance, many people eat baked
potatoes because they are healthy. But when
butter and other toppings such as bacon
bits are added, the "healthy" potato becomes
a dieter's nightmare.
One popular misconception about nutrition
is the use of daily vitamins. The average
person does not have any use for vitamin
supplements if he eats correctly. These pills
are usually a waste of time and money, Lane
said.
Good eating is a must for good health. With
a wide variety of foods, people can diet by
eating the foods they enjoy most while maintaining good health.

EATING RIGHT
A balanced diet
Fats and Sugars
(Sparingly)

Vegetables

Bread and
Cereal

servings
graphic by Shall!* HockMhorn
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Earn academic credit

Travel Track.

Washington programs
set for summer 1993
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The Institute of World Politics, in
partnership with Boston University,
will offer several intensive courses
in Washington on critical, foreign
policy topics this summer.
These six-week courses are designed for U.S. government foreign
affairs and intelligence personnel as
well as for graduate students and
exceptional upper-division undergraduates who have a career interest
in international affairs.
Academic credit will be granted by
Boston University. Scholarships are
available to needy students. Each fourcredit course will be taught by a principal professor with prominent guest
lecturers. Many are foreign policy

and intelligence practi doners who are
rarely accessible to students.
Past guest faculty have included:
Adda Bozeman, Vladimir Bukovsky,
Angelo Codevilla, Robert Conquest,
Ken deGraffenreid, Edwin Feulner,
Paul Goble, John Lenczowski, Stanislav Levchenko, Michael Novak and
Uri Ra'anan as well as senior officials
from the Defense Department, CIA
and White House.
Courses run July 1-July 9 and July
12-August 20.
Additional information can be obtained by writing to The Institute of
World Politics, 1420 16th St, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036 or by calling (202) 462-2101.

THE VALUE OF COMPOUND INTEREST

tos Angetwtirw* photo by £

t Reynold*

There are thousands of cities around the world, but Oxford, England, offers some of the most breath-taking scenery and
ioyment. Above, a centeries-oid cafe near Oxford University draws tourists and locals to the banks of the River Cherwell.

U.S., Mexico build better work relations
WASHINGTON—Former U.S. growth throughout North America.
Secretary of Labor Lynn Martin and
The actions that Labor Secretary
Mexican Secretary ofLabor and Social Farell and I have announced will help
Welfare Arsenio Farell Cubillas an- insure mat workers in both of our
nounced a series of new, long-term countries reap the benefits mat all of
concrete activities
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ us will gain from this
that will promote the
momentous step tointerests of workers Business News
ward open markets,"
in both the United _________________ _________ Martin said.
States and Mexico.
• The Consultative
One activity involves a joint effort Commission will provide a permato improve standards in industrial nent forum for the promotion through
hygiene. A second is focused on consultations and other means of
enhancing work place safety. Both rights and interests of working people
activities will have a considerable in both countries.
training component to upgrade enCo-chaired by two secretaries, the
forcement of specific standards.
commission will meet at least once a
Both activities, as well as future year to review the implementation of
joint activities, will be overseen by the jointly-agreed activities and to
a new Consultation Commission consult on any labor matter of interest
which will be created as a permanent toeitherparty, including enforcement
structure by the U.S. and Mexican of labor laws and regulations.
governments.
In addition, the commission will
"By tearing down the barriers to sponsor seminars, technical meetings
economic growth and increasing the and other activities that will enable
bounds of the economic arena, the the United States and Mexico to betNorth American Free Trade Agree- ter understand each other's labor laws,
ment will lay a solid foundation for institutions and systems.
greater prosperity and increased job
In the area of work place safety, the

two ministries will initiate a wide
variety of activities designed to establish appropriate standards, implement
effective programs to prevent accidents, avoid hazardous conditions,
remedy potential deficiencies and
assure compliance.
Among the activities the two countries will develop are programs to
improve occupational safety and
health in small-and medium-sized
firms, to identify and control workplace hazards and to improve the
collection of occupational safety and
health statistics and inspection.
Finally, the labor ministries will
work jointly to upgrade their industrial hygiene programs by developing
common approaches to hazard communication standards, permissible
exposure to limits for airborne contaminants, sampling and laboratory
analysis of airborne contaminants,
effects of noise, vibrations and other
physical agents on workers and the
protection of workers in agricultural
industries.
These new areas of cooperation are
based partly on the findings of a joint

report comparing American and
Mexican occupational safety and
health laws and policies which was
recently released by the Department
of Labor and the Mexican Secretary
of Labor and Social Welfare.
The report is one of numerous
cooperative labor projects undertaken
by the two governments under the
terms of a Memorandum of Understanding signed by Martin and Farell.
The agreement called for closer cooperation and joint action on a wide
range of significant labor issues, including working conditions, labor
standards and their enforcement, child
labor and labor statistics.
"Working together, we have learned
a tremendous amount about our two
countries' approach to worker health
and safety, working conditions and
labor standards and their enforcement," Martin said.
"As result of these efforts, we now
have an information base mat will
allow us to move forward with additional activities to enhance the lives
of working men and women on both
sides of the U.S.-Mexican border."

Value of $1,000 investment at 10% annual interest rate. „ _ ,
30 Years:
SIMPLE INTEREST]
20 Years:
$4,000
10 Years: $3,000
1 Year: °mI"?"»: $2,000

COMPOUND INTERESTI

30 Years:

$17,449.40,

SOURCE:
Waddell i Raod
Inc., AUentown

LARRY PHINTZ/The Morning Call

WRITERS NEEDED:
MAINSTREAM
Anyone interested in writing travel, health, business or
careers articles for The Champion, please stop by
DeMoss Hall 109 and see Tim Pierce or call extension 2128. This is an excellent opportunity to get
some writing experience in your field, particularly for
health and business majors.

Accounting Careers: CPAs face crucial challenges
By
LORRAINE N.
N.WHITLEY
By LORRAINE
WHITLEY
Special to the Champion

Quality and professionalism are
topics frequently discussed in the
world of certified public accounting. They are the keystone to all of
our professional endeavors and a
vital key to our future productivity
and prosperity.
We pursue these twin goals in
our academic careers, in our commitments to the community and
in our working relationships with
clients and with other CPAs.
Countless resources are expended
annually in effort to improve the
quality and professionalism of our

practices.
increasingly competitive accounting
practices.
environment.
Public perceptions, posHowever, the public accounting
sibility
of
litigation
and need for useprofession is subject to many influful,
timely
reporting
are significant
ences which complicate the achievefactors
in
the
strategic
planning of
ment of these goals. Congress has
___________
CPA
firms.
Accountenacted five or six tax __-___-_-_-_
ants
and
auditors
conlaws since 1986, with
C
3
r
©
e
r
FOCUS
tinually
assess
their
significant changes
___________________ ability to respond to
probable in the com- __________
these competitive factors.
ing months.
Asaiesult of this assessment, CPAs
Tax professionals face an intimioften
need to communicate to the
dating task in simply keeping up to
public
and to regulatory agencies how
date with current tax law. CPAs rewell
they
have achieved the goals of
quire reliable resources to assist with
quality
and
professionalism.
the complexity of tax legislation.
As
an
auditor
and part-time educaPractitioners all over the country
tor,
I
am
frequently
amused by the
are well aware of the demands of an

number of acronyms we use in our
profession: GAAS, GAAP, FASB,
SAS and MAS, to name a few. The
body of information which governs
accounting and attestation services is,
however, no laughing matter.
Accounting and auditing libraries
overflow with volumes of professional
pronouncements, industry-specific
information and technical practice
aids. Time spent on research and
documentation of complex issues is
increasing at an alarming pace.
The successful CPA of the '90s
must find a way to organize and
assimilate information, to communicate firm approaches to staff and to

n n HOT03flj___

company we audit, a third-party
user of financial statements or the
IRS. Service industries are discovering, or re-discovering, that customer satisfaction is the basic ingredient for achieving profitability.
By aiming all of our efforts toward the highest levels of quality
ensure that firm standards are being and professionalism, we can focus
followed in every facet of the firm's our firm's operations, enhance our
operations. These goals require strong • competitive position, increase profitability and improve the image of
leadership.
In today's competitive world, the the CPA.
goals of quality and professionalism Editor's Note: LorraineWhitley
translate into how well we fulfill the is a senior auditor with
client's needs, whether the client is a Hunt anion, Wiebel & Company.

feature
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Couple celebrates 50th wedding anniversary
By KIM M ATHERLEY
and DAVID HART
Troy and Wanda Hull's love for
the students of Liberty University is
evident by their faithful service at the
Fast Break snack shop each day. Their
love for one another, however, is evident by their 50th wedding anniversary on Feb. 14.
Since 1987, the Hulls have worked
here at LU selling snack items from
the shop (which used to be located in
the back of the Multi-Purpose Center) and also Mr. Hull's portable
vending cart. Remarkably, the team
which has encouraged thousands of
Liberty students with their smiles and
charm met on a blind date.
"She invited me to go to a school
party on a blind date; and near the end
of the evening, I asked her if she'd
like to go to the theatre with me," Mr.
Hull said. "She was pretty and funny.
We had a lot in common, so we just
kept dating after that."
"I guess you could say it was love
at first sight," Mrs. Hull said. She
explained that she and her husband
never had an engagement. After
dating for two and a half months, Mr.
and Mrs. Hull decided on Friday,
Feb. 12, to get married that

Valentine's Day in 1943.
. . . like Tommy Dorsie
A small service was held
and Count Basey," Mrs.
in the home of a PresbyHull said.
terian minister between
Another one of the
Sunday school and
couple's favorite place to
church.
visit was a small bridge
near their homes in ArMr. and Mrs. Hull
kansas.
never went on a honeymoon; but two weeks
Mr. Hull pastored a
after they were married,
church in Detroit, Michithe couple travelled from
gan, for over 20 years,
and his wife was the
Arkansas to their new
superintendent of a nurshome in Michigan. "This
ing home. During their
is how bad it was: the
marriage,
they have altrains were so crowded
ways
had
a
common love
with soldiers and people
for
travelling
and being
like that, all the way from
involved
musically.
Arkansas to Michigan,
we didn't have a seat.
Eventually, it was the
We had to either stand
Hull's daughter, Joyce,
up or sit on our suitcase,"
who graduated from
photo by Gemmic Dayrit
special to The Champion
Liberty, and his son-inMrs. Hull said.
According to Mrs. Troy and Wanda Hull in 1943, left, decided to get married at the age of 18 and 17, law, Don Leslie, who
Hull, many of their respectively, less than three months after meeting on a blind date. The Hulls, who work worked in the financial
department, that got them
friends and relatives together on LU's campus, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary Feb. 14.
to move down here to
thought they were too
settle.
scribed
married
life
during
that
first
"He
went
to
work
during
the
war.
young to marry. "People told us it
"We really enjoy quartet-singing,"
wouldn't last," Mrs. Hull laughed. Four of us were living together, my tough year.
"When
[Mr.
Hull]
got
off
work
we
Mr.
Hull, who also plays the bass
sister
and
her
two
cousins
[and
I].One
She also explained, however, that most
guitar
said. "We've travelled with the
would
go
downtown
and
some
of
the
of
them
had
a
little
boy
and
I
was
of the doubters are no longer living to
group
Inspiration
to Thomasville, Ga.,
big
name
bands
would
be
down
there
elected
to
stay
home
and
take
care
of
see their success. "We knew we were
and
with
people
like
Tom Shephard,"
playing
at
one
o'clockin
the
morning
him,"
Mrs.
Hull
related
as
she
deto be married for life," she added.

Mr. Hull said. "We've performed at
Thomas Road Baptist Church and
several small churches in the area."
"Probably the hardest thing we've
had to do is when our son died. You
just don't ever expect to bury your
children. You think well, I'll go before they do," Mrs. Hull explained.
"The best thing, however, is simply
having so much in common and doing
so much together," Mr. Hull added.
"It's great to work together, and we
really love you guys," he said. "All
you kids are so nice to us, we really
appreciate you all."
The Hulls can still be seen holding
hands as they work side by side in
their shop on campus. With good and
bad events in their past, they continue
trusting God as they have since that
very special Valentine's Day 50 years
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Hull attribute their
happy life together to many things.
"Wealways figured that our marriage
was 50-50, give and take," Mrs. Hull
said.
The couple's advice to engaged
students is: "Get college infirst;stay
in church." Mrs. Hull also added,
"Don't go to bed mad. Get your problems out of the way firsLM

Liberty alumnus practices law, Christianity
By JENNIFER COX
and JULIE COMSTOCK
Working 60-hour weeks with many
"over-nighters" is commonplace to
trial lawyer, Steven Snyder. Snyder,
a 1982 graduate of Liberty University
and a 1988 graduate of the University
of Virginia's law school, has been a
lawyer forfiveyears.
He began his career in law at a
large firm in South Carolina. Two
and a half years ago, Snyder left with
the head of litigation to work at the
lawfirmof Grant, Leatherwood, and
Stern in Greenville, S.C.
As a trial lawyer, Snyder has various tasks.They include writing briefs,

preparing for trials and preparing
depositions. Being a lawyer "forces
you to work hard and understand issues," Snyder said. "It always involves growing and learning."
What Snyder enjoys most about his
career is that it is always challenging
and never becomes routine. "You
have to bring it down to an every
man's level so you can communicate
to lay people and the jury," he said.
Snyder gained practical work experience while attending Liberty
through his job at the former campus
radio station, WRVL, and Thomas
RoadBaptistChurchiTRBC). Snyder
became the first news director at

WRVL and worked with Chancellor casting and journalism helped preJerry Falwell in writing, marketing pare him for success in writing courses
and producing the show. "I had a lot at UVA. Snyder had thought of purof fun on the morning show," Snyder suing journalism as a career, but he
said.
had always wanted to be a lawyer.
"The best job I mm—ammmmmHMMMMMM
T w o of the
best
things that
had was being
"As
a
believer,
Snyder
says he
the supervisor of
gained
from
the parking lot
you need to prove
college
are
his
crew
(at
that
you
are
competent
wife
and
his
TRBQ," Snyder
best friend.
said. Through
in what you do."
this job, Snyder
— Steven Snyder "Some of the
was able to learn to deal with many best friends you' 11 ever have are those
people and to see what they were you meet in college," Snyder said.
Snyder feels that the friendships that
really like.
Snyder's degrees in radio broad- you make in college, especially the

spiritual ones, are what help in the
real world.
Snyder advises students interested
in law to be prepared to work very
hard. "Everybody longs to go back to
law school because it was easier then."
Snyder alsoadvises students to work
hard to maintain their grade point
average, yet still remain involved in
campus activities. "One of the first
things [employers] look for are good
grades and what you did while attending school," Snyder said.
"As a believer, you need to prove
that you are competent in what you
do," Snyder said. "You need to be
honest and work hard."

Snyder resists stating career goals
because he ultimately wants to be
where God wants him. "I don't know
if the Lord will want me to be a lawyer
all my life or if I will become a missionary some day," Snyder said.
Although Snyder's career keeps him
very busy, he continues to stay actively involved in his local church
where he is a trustee and a Sunday
school teacher.
Snyder and his wife Patty have a
baby girl, Taylor Jael. She is named
after missionary Hudson Taylor and
the woman Jael in the bible. "My
future goalrightnow is to be a good
dad," Snyder said.

Laughter: facial expressions and body language tell inside story
Not all laughs are created equal.
Some laughs are satisfying; others
are mechanical and forced. These are
the Levels of Laughter.
Level 5- The Belly Laugh
This is the highest level.
This also can be referred to as the "I
don't care how stupid I look because
it feels good, and I don't care if anyone else understood the joke laugh."
The last Level 5 laugh that I had
was about a week ago while I was
making Kraft Cheese and Macaroni.
My roommate walked in the kitchen
and decided that he would make some.
When he began to boil it, I knew
something was wrong. I looked at the
expiration date on the box. It read:
June 23,1978.
The cheese was brown. I couldn't
breathe. He was seven when that box
was packed.
Then he went into his cupboard to
get another box of macaroni. It was
dated 7950.
An important trait of the Level 5

John
Scott
Staff Columnist

That is so True
laugh is not being able to breathe.
This laugh focuses on the stomach
and the lungs. You cannot breathe
and your stomach hurts.
Level 4- The Abruptly-Ended
Laugh
Someone will make a comment
that is funny, however, not as funny
as you thought it would be. It is an
explosion that ends very quickly.
This is also referred to as the "I
thought this was going to be a better
joke but I realized very quickly that it
was not a Level 5 type laugh," or the
"I startled people when I loudly began
this laugh, but I do not have enough to
sustain it so I will have to fake the rest
laugh."
Level 4 laughs get caught in the

throat. They don't stop your breathing, but they are better than your basic
laugh.
Level 3- The General Laugh
When one hears or sees something
that he thinks is funny but not hilarious, this is Level 3.
It can be known as the "most people
would think that was funny so that
deserves a laugh laugh."

The important characteristic is the
mouth. It is typified by a light smile
or a quiet chuckle.
Le ve 12- The Courtesy Laugh
The person courteously laughs out
of respect or to avoid offending the
other person.
This may be referred to as the "I did
not even hear what they said but everyone else is laughing laugh," or the

T h e Levels of Laughter
Distinguishing
Characteristics
L E V E L 1 - THE
INAPPROPRIATE MATERIAL
LAUGH
(EYEBROW/FOREHEAD)
L E V E L 2 • THE
, COURTESY LAUGH
(EYES)
LEVEL 3-THE
GENERAL LAUGH
(MOUTH)
L E V E L 4 - THE
ABRUBTLY- ENDED LAUGH
(THROAT)
L A U G H 5 - THE
BELLY LAUGH
(STOMACH/LUNGS)

Answers Please
By Moe Mogapi

What is your definition
of romance?
"An escape
from life's
day-to-day
hardships."

"Blissfully
elated to a
state of
FLAPLXOXE!"

John Nolen
Ashland, Miss.

Angelita Hudson
Syracuse, N.Y.
"Dreaming
about beautiful
girls."

#,.

fe
;.

Tae Kim
Seoul

-j '

Lisette Hernandez
Long Island, N.Y.
"What God
truly meant for
love to be."

r

"Finding someone you can
share your
dreams with."

"Getting away
from monotony
so both people
involved feel
special."

(em

Heborah Kinder
Matlacha, Fla.

Ben Toma
Oradea, Romania

"Only old people would laugh at that,
but I would never tell him because I
want a promotion laugh."
The laugh shows only in the eyes. It
is the quaint twinkle that really says,
"you're an idiot."
Level 1- The Inappropriate Material Laugh
Not exactly a laugh, this is the response one gives when one makes a

comment that may be funny but inappropriate.
It usually consists of raising the
eyebrows or forehead, no reaction
from the mouth or eyes. You do not
want to condone this inappropriateness; however, you don't want to totally make the person feel stupid.
Well, there ya have it.
I hate the phrase "there ya have it."

Healthy relationships
require God's love
"O love the Lord, all ye his saints:
for the Lord preserveth the faithful,
and plentifully rewardeth the proud
doer." (Ps. 31:23)
Everyone is looking for love. There
is not one person on earth who does
not want to love or be loved. It's the
desire of billions to have a husband or
wife, to have someone to hold and
with whom to share life.
So everyone is off to the races looking for a loving relationship that will
bring joy and happiness. Yet, before
the wedding bells start toring,are you
sure that you're pursuing the right
thing? Is it really a deep relationship
with a member of the opposite sex
that will bring satisfaction? No.
Before you focus on finding a lifelong companion, you should first
develop your relationship with Jesus
Christ. Understanding and growing
closer to Jesus, our Lord and Savior,
in order to bring Him glory ought to
be your consuming desire. Christ
deserves nothing less than to be your
first love because of the love He has
shown toward you.
If you want a loving relationship
with a man or a woman that will be
satisfying, God needs to be first in
your life. Deuteronomy 6:5 declares,
"And thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thine heart, and with all thy
soul and with all thy might."
Only when priorities are rightly
positioned in your life do you find
stability. If something or someone
else isfirstin your life other than God,
you'll slowly keep moving God down
the ladder of importance until He is
not even a factor. Once God is not a
concern, your relationship will even-

Nelson
Chapman
Staff Columnist

Beside Still Waters
tually turn into something less than
satisfying.
You're given the ability to truly
love since His love is being perfected
in you (I John 4:12) as you learn to
love fellow Christians. Therefore, as
you grow more intimate with Christ
and His love matures in you, your
soul is fulfilled and satisfied. Only
when you're in a satisfying and close
relationship with Christ can you offer
a love that will be satisfying in a
loving relationship with a man or
woman.
Also, when you develop your relationship with Christ more than with a
member of the opposite sex, you learn
that love is not a feeling, but rather an
act of your will. Christ didn't enjoy
hanging on the cross. Yet, He did it
because He loves us.
So you see, love is not just a feeling.
It's a willful act of commitment that
seeks the betterment and fulfillment
of another person unconditionally.
Happy relationships are based on
maturity in Christ. The more you're
like Him, the more you're able to
truly love. If you're not in a deep,
loving relationship with Christ, you 're
forfeiting a truly satisfying bond that
brings happiness to both partners in
the relationship.
Remember, loving the eternal God
first is more important than finding
the love of a lifetime.
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Your Valentine's Day date: original, inexpensive
By LISA McMONIGLE
Champion Reporter

Even though many are blessed with a special someone, if you are not careful, this
Hallmark holiday may leave you wishing you
were alone. The stress of living up to the
romance standard of Romeo and Juliet is
enough to drive you home for the weekend. It
seems the whole idea of Valentine's Day is to
go to the nearest card store andfindthe cutest,
fluffiest, loveliest, cheapest gift to say, "I love
you."
If you truly love the girl do not, I repeat, do
not buy her a box of fattening chocolates
(unless she has given you full permission).
And ladies, do not ask the man in your life to
go "window" shopping then proceed to drop
hints by pointing out that Victoria's Secret is
having a sale. Valentine's Day is about showing how much you care for someone, not
about how much money you can spend.
Here are some inexpensive, yet creative
ways you can show that special someone how
much you enjoy being together
• Picture this! Buy a roll of film and take
pictures of each other. You could take a tour
of nearby parks, historical site or just explore
the campus.

• If you are an adventuresome pair, put
your money together (no more than $5 each)
and go to the bus station. Check out the
schedules and see how far you can go! Don't
forget, however, you will need to get back
home.
• Are you sick of the fast food scene in
Lynchburg? Why not be original andfixa
small picnic! When shopping for food, each
person buys what he thinks the other person
will enjoy. Even if the weather is less than
ideal, David's Place or DeMoss would make
a lovely setting.
• Trying tofindthat perfect Valentine in
stores can be a losing battle. Instead, purchase
glue, a spiral notebook and about three or four
magazines and create your own card, without
being tacky. Make up an exaggerated story
about the person you are making it for (about
how you both met or your dream date together). Look through the magazines to find
pictures that will go with the story. Glue the
pictures on the pages of the notebook, in the
order of the plot and write the story on the
proper pages with a colored marker.
• Go for a blindfolded drive! Well, not
really. Every time you come to an intersection, toss a coin to turn left orright.Or to make

it even more interesting, always choose to
take the most desolate road. This is best done
with two couples.
• Does a romantic dinner cost too much
money? Why not copy delicious dinners
from pages of Good Housekeeping or Family
Circle? Literally make photocopies of a meal
displayed in a food magazine and paste them
on photocopies of fine china. Finish the elegant evening with copies of silver and crystal.
This is great as a gag; but if you really want
to make it special, serve some peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches (with the crusts cut off,
of course).
• If the way to his heart is through his
stomach, then spend some time together in the
kitchen. Bake a few batches of chocolate chip
cookies and eat them while they are still hot
(with milk). Any leftover cookies can be
taken to an elderly person in the area or to your
depressed roommates who don't have the
love life you have.
• Gentlemen, always remember to begin
the evening with flowers. Harris Teeter has a
wide selection of fresh flowers at relatively
low prices (each rose costs $1). It can be a
great surprise for the one you love.
The importance of Valentine's Day or any

Know winter nourishment
I am already overwhelmed by the
amount of homework and reading my
professors have already assigned, even
though it's only three weeks into the
semester. I would not doubt that
many of you find yourselves in the
same predicament.
But that does not excuse you from
the desire and need to eat That's why
I am here to tell you what to eat and
how to make it.
With the onslaught of brutally cold
weather upon you, your attention
should focus on being properly nourished because the wind, rain, clouds,
sleet and snow do not offer any health
benefits as does a sunny spring or
summer day.
One aspect of proper winter nourishment is to increase your vitamin C
intake, whether through vitamins or
through juices such as orange or grapefruit. The forementioned benefits of
sunny days include the vitamin C that
the sun provides your bodies.

eating properly this time of the year
depends on buying the right foods
Chris
(not Pop-Tarts and frozen pizzas).
Phelps
To finalize all of this great advice,
Staff Columnist
I offer a short guideline of what each
of your daily meals could (or should)
Chef's Corner
include, if you were to take my information
seriously:
Another aspect is to eat foods rich
BREAKFAST
in carbohydrates, proteins and calOrange
or grapefruit juice
cium to strengthen the body and stave
Oatmeal/Cream
of Wheat
off infections, colds and other sickor Scrambled eggs
nesses that we are susceptible to during the winter. It is when the body
Wheat toast with honey
lacks its proper nutrients and vitaMilk (may be heated)
mins that it is weak enough to succumb to sickness. This used to be an
LUNCH
"old wive's tale" but has since been
Pasta or vegetable soup
proven true.
Green salad with fresh vegetables
Any flavor fruit juice
I know that the cafeteria does not
Raisin bread
always have the most appetizing
foods, but you can make do quite well
DINNER
with the different assortment of vegeChicken/meat/seafood entree
tables, salad items and breads to
achieve a reasonably good meal. For Broccoli and cauliflower vegetable
Baked potato/rice/noodles
those who reside in town, the key to

tmrnmm
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Weekly Crossword
" A Cheer for Cheers"

By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
6
7
8
9
1 2
3
. . 11 12 13
4
1 Rebecca
'
5 Cheers Postal Patron 14
"
10 Word after white or
17
18
close-out
• 21
22
20
14 Sacred image
"
15 Plant part
24 25 1 H26
• 23
16 Dry
33 34 35
27 28 29 1 H 3 0
31
17 Peterson
19 Build
37
• 38
36
20 Century plants
41
39
21 Recall
23 Pro
43
44
46
26 Watery part of blood
47
• 48
• 49
27 Reb'sorg.
30 Fetch:2wds
51
• 50
• 52
53 |
32 Isolated
59 60 61
54 55 56
57 1
M$i
36 Pounded
38 Squirrel, eg
64 65
62
39 German river
66
40 Singer Travis
"
42 No in Stuttgart
69
70
^
43 Sleek.
45 Carta
48 Cling to
7 Roman road
47 Tennis term
8
Far,
Farer,
51 One of the 3 musketeers
48 Root
9
Glow
53 Pointed ends
49 Boston from Concord,
10
Cheers
Owner
54 Mildly wet
NH
11
Assyrian
55 Vase
50 ltallcs:Abbrev.
12
Similar
56 Tiny hole
52 Span's companion
13 German river
57 Drop's companion
54 Used up
18 Missouri river
58 Atmospheres
59 Cincinnati's Pete
22 "It was" to Cicero
60 Science subj.
62 Over-the-hill
61 Concordes
63 Woody Boyd's Parents 24 Sacher
25 Ending for teen or golden 64 Ribonucleic acid
66 Simple
27 Fisher's game
65 Slippery fellow
67 Sheepish
28 Ointment
68 Coll. Ent. Exam
29 Yellowish
69 Mr. Clinton for short
31
Ms. Piaf
nana nmnnra : nnra
70 Plant part
33
Mr.
Hershiser & others nanma
71 Tennis units
B Q H Q amm
rannn n a n r
34 Mr. Young & others
DOWN
mnn QEHnraa m amn
35 Coach
Clue
OiQ£ lilOOEiW 0 0 / 0 1 3 0
37 Cheer's Upstairs
Scent
rnnruiM n a n a a i nnm
Neighbor
Eroded
mala , a nruHHH Q O H
38
throat
Mr. Fudd
41
Foot
digits
Cardiopulminary resusEHDEr-.'IDEZHD
BEDSOn
44 Head in Dijon
citation
•• 46 Court case
"MyNameisAsher
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holo by Gcmmie D»yrit

Sophomore Michelle Riffe and sophomore Heath Vandeventer relax at
David's Place and share a few romantic moments of quiet conversation.

other day that you plan to show your affections is not in what you do together or what
gift you give. The minutes you spend creating
a personally meaningful moment for the one
you love or appreciate is the essence of romance. Your thought is revealed in whatever

you do.
This Valentine's Day, remember the fluffiest stuffed animal and the prettiest box of
candy, if only for tradition and show, are no
substitutions for something born of genuine
care.

An open poem to

My mystery valentine
Where is this person
and what is her name?
Do we look alike
or act just the same?
Does she like to laugh
when she sees a good show?
Does she hide in the back
or prefer the front row?
What does she eat
when nobody's around?
Does she quietly nibble
or make a pig sound?
Does she shop in the mall
or make her own clothes?
Does she lie in the sun
or have skin that glows?
Does she love to make sundaes
with chocolate sauce?
Does she use Colgate gel
and mint dental floss?

Engaged?
Thursday,
Feb. 11
at 4:30 pm
is the last
chance to
drop
picture and
info
at TE121.

p\
n

y -"ff

Is she patient with others
and quick to forgive?
Does she easily quit
or forget why we live?

David
Hart
Feature Editor

\

Hart of the Matter
Has she woke in the morning
and sung in the shower?
Can she pick out an outfit
in less than an hour?

Can she soothe away problems
with the sound of her voice?
Could she weep for a friend
or for enemies rejoice?
Does she speak with actions
that demonstrate love?
Could she be the one
who was sent from above?

Has she ever stared
at a blank piece of paper?
Has she written a poem
and laughed at it later?
Has she ever studied
on a Friday night?
Does she know how it feels
when money is tight?

Has she crawled into bed
and wondered the same?
Has she everfelt lonely
and asked, "What's his name?"

Has she sat in DeMoss
and chatted for days?
Would she pray for her
roommate and both her RA 's?

I've many more questions
and thoughts incomplete.
But those I shall save
until after we meet.

A J. TANNING
2 Weeks Unlimited

$19.99

A.J.
1 Month Unlimited TANNING

$35.99
with this coupon
2486 Rivermont Ave.

846-6901
WOLFF
BEDS

SPECIAL SKI PROGRAM ANNOUNCED FOR
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY STUDENTS & FACULTY
We are pleased to announce the establishment of a special Liberty University Ski Program which is being made
available by the Winterplace Ski Resort. Liberty University Students and Faculty wishing to take advantage of this
special ski program must present their Liberty University identification card when purchasing lift tickets, renting ski
equiptment, or renting a condo.

SPECIAL PRICES ARE;
Weekdays (Monday through Friday^
Lift Tickets
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
3 p.m. to 10 p.m.

$14.95
$17.95
$12.95

Rental Equiptment
(skis, boots, and poles)
$7.95
$7.95
$5.95

Saturday, Sunday, Hojdays
Lift Tickets
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

$27.95
$34.95
$16.95

Rental Equipment
(skis, boots, and poles)
$12.95
$12.95
$7.95

Liberty University Special SKI Lessons
90 minute group lesson by Winterplace Professional Ski
School for only $6.95 per person -regularly$12.00!
Wlnternlace Condominiums
2 Bedrooms - Parlor, 2 Baths, Kitchen - sleeps 6
available Sunday night through Thursday night - only $125.00
per night.
Winterplace Ski Resort is under new ownership and has vastly improved its snow making capability, added new
nails (now24 trails) - new lifts (now 4 chair lifts + 2 surface lifts) and a new dining and food service. Winterplace Ski
Resort is located 16 miles South of Beckley, West Virginia, 1 1/2 miles from the Ghent exit on Interstate 77. If you need
additional info, or need to confirm lodging reservations, call 304/787-3221. For latest snow conditions, call snow phone
1-800-258-3127. Present skiing conditions are all chairlifts operating. Excellent skiing top to bottom - featuring
beginner, intermediate, & expert terrain.
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Lynchburg Expressway
to receive face-lift
By TIM PIERCE
Community Editor

photo by Sheldon: Werner

The Lynchburg Community Market held Its annual Valentine Craft Show Sunday, Feb.
7. Above, Amy Schickiing, owner of JAmY Crafts & Stained Glass, helps a customer.

Plans to renovate part of the
Lynchburg Expressway and replace
several bridges will begin March 22.
The cost of the project, estimated at
$11.5 million, will be split between
the state and the city. The state will
pay approximately 62 percent ($7.1
million); and the city, 38 percent ($4.4
million), according to the Virginia
Department of Transportation.
As with any long-term road construction project, this one lasting
two years, both local and interstate
travelers will face delays which some
have compared to New York City
"gridlock."
The delays, caused by closed lanes,
detours and lower speed limits can be
minimal if motorists take the initiative to plan ahead.
City officials are anticipating chaos
at first but are encouraging motorists
not to use the expressway unless it is
necessary. However, if use of the
expressway is a necessity, planning
ahead and expecting delays is cautioned.
The span of the expressway to be
repaved begins at Wards Road and
ends at Carter Glass Bridge just north
of downtown Lynchburg.
The first phase of the two-year
project will begin March 22 and
continue through October 29. The
phase will include all road work south
of James Street and the two northbound expressway lanes between

Local organization helps families
in need to get affordable housing
Founded in the summer of 1988 by
a group of local individuals, Greater
Lynchburg Habitat for Humanity has
begun to make an impact in providing
affordable housing in partnership with
low-income families in the Lynchburg
area.
By using volunteer labor, donated
or reduced cost materials, and donated funds,Habitat makes home
ownership possible for low-income,
working families by selling houses at
no-profit andfinancingthem at nointerest.
Building began in Lynchburg on
Dec.l, 1988. Since then, building has
continued at an exciting pace: 39
homes were completed by August
1992.
Partnerships with area churches,
schools, businesses, professional
associations and civic clubs have been
an important part of the program,
under an "Adopt- A-House" arrangement
By adopting a house, an organiza-

tion agrees to raise the funds for its
construction and supply the necessary coordination of the project.
This has extended Habitat's reach,
enabling multiple sites to be under
construction simultaniously.
Habitat's board of directors developed a three-year plan at its January
1992 meeting. The plan is to have the
100th local family move into a Habitat house by Christmas 1994.
The plan called for 68 additional
homes to be built at an estimated cost
of $2 million. Building plans called
for 15 homes to be completed in 1992,
23 in 1993, including thefirstearthwise house, and 30 in 1994.
Habitat has created "satellite" projects in outlying areas of the surrounding counties to build homes in
those places under local direction.
Current satellites include Rustburg
and Altavista in Campbell County
and Moneta in Bedford County. Construction is planned throughout the
city of Lynchburg and in the satellite

areas.
While building homes is important, building lasting, strong relationships and families is crucial. In order
to insure a family's success as a
homeowner, Habitat's Family Partner Committee offers on-going encouragement and support to homeowners and prospective homeowners
for their new responsibilities.
Needs continue for funding and for
volunteers. With a budget of $25,000
per house, donations to Habitat are
investments in the community.
Utilizing a revolving fund for Humanity, homeowner mortage payments are recycled to be used in future
building projects. By making their
mortage payments, homeowners help
provide money to build homes for
other families in need.
Homeowner payments provided
$50,000 in 1992, approximately 15
percent of the overall budget. By
1995, homeowner payments will
reach over $150,000 each year.

Chamber of Commerce promotes
region-wide travel, tourism
As of Jan. 1, the area's tourism
program came under new management The city of Lynchburg has contracted with the Greater Lynchburg
Chamber of Commerce to head up
the area's efforts to attract more
travelers.
Actually, there will be very little
change atfirst.Ste'vie Dovel, director
of tourism for the city, will become
director of tourism for the chamber.
The staff at the visitor's center will
remain the same.
The new plan, though, affords
many opportunities for an enhanced
promotion effort in the future. The
Chamber has agreed to contribute
$10,000 to a matching fund to encourage more advertising by the local
hospitality industry.
In addition, the tourism effort will
profit from the chamber's larger staff
and resources such as desk top publishing, broader business contracts
and more.
As the chamber covers areas be-

yond the city of Lynchburg, there
will be emphasis on a region-wide
approach to tourism promotion.
"I see us promoting Lynchburg as a
hub while drawing attention to the
many tourist opportunities we have
around us," Chamber Executive Vice
President Jeff Downin said. "We'll
be talking about Appomattox, Poplar
Forest, the Blue Ridge Parkway and
others.
The chamber's general manager,
Connie Ledgett, who came to Lynchburg from chambers in North Carolina that were heavily involved in
tourism promotion, will be working
with Dovel in organizing the new
program. Plans call for the development of an extensive marketing plan
early next year.
The chamber and the city will
appoint a joint travel council to provide business input into the marketing program. The council will include hoteliers,restaurateursand other
travel professionals as well as busi-

Spring Break:
Cancun, Nassau
from $299
Organize a small group for FREE trip
Call 1 (800) GET-SUN'l
Fine Used Books on Religion and Theology
Looking/or hard-lo-find out-of-print lilies? We have over 15,000 volumes for sale by
mail order (no charge for our catalogs) or, by appointment, at our Roanoke location.
Planning to sell books from your personal library?
We are always looking to acquire good, clean used booksl
FOUNDATION BOOKS
P.O. Box 7086
Roanoke, Va. 24019
(703)366-9075

ness people from across the community. Downin also noted that there
will be an effort to make sure the
council involves people from outlying communities.
Perhaps most significantly, the new
arrangement with the city provides
for one-half of all future increases in
tax dollars to be earmarked for the
travel program. This will include a
direct reinvestment of the new dollars
generated by travel promotion.
The Lynchburg Visitor's Information Center, located at 216 Twelfth
St., will remain open seven days a
week from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Travel
information will be available at the
chamber as well.
Ideas on promoting Greater
Lynchburg are solicited. Call the
chamber at 845-5966.

Area to be paved

L
James Street and Garfield Avenue.
At the end of thefirstphase, all four
lanes will reopen for winter travel.
Between March 24, 1994, and
Oct 28,1994, all roadwoik north of
Garfield Avenue and the two southbound expressway lanes between
Garfield Avenue and James Street

will be completed.
Travelers are encouraged to be
patient and understand that two
years of expressway renovations
will prevent the city from having to
perform constant repairs on certain
areas of the road during the next 15
years.

WRITERS NEEDED:
COMMUNITY
To cover local events and community personality and
business features.
Contact Tim Pierce at extension 2128.
Candler's Mountain Station
OLD COUNTRY BUFFET
Now hiring for all positions
Part-Time will work around your
schedule. Apply in person.
Only 2-5p.m. Mon.- Fri.
GUITARS! Low, low, prices!
Many models to choose from:
acoustic, electric, acoustic basses,
effects. DONTPAY RETAIL!!
write: Brother's Guitars, Rt. 3,
Box 469-A, Rustburg, fl =,

VA 24588

J3

J1' *

Jj

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$50
Choose from thousands starting
at $50. FREE Information-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #VA023710

r

$200 • $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You're paid
direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE Information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2900
Copyright #VA023750
EARN: $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. M3, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727-1779
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT:fisheries.Earn
$600+/week in canneries or
$4,000+/month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room &
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. For employment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5344

TANNING SALON
Personalized Attention -Accept AH Major Credit Cards
•Trained Tanning Consultants

WANTED Quality vintage fountain pens. Parker, Sheaffer, Eversharp, Waterman, etc. $$$ paid!
528-2852, lv. message.

CLUBS
$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your
club / organization pitches
in just one hour and your
group can raise $1,000
in just a few days!

Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself.
No cost. No obligation.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

16" LARGE
1 TOPPING
PIZZA
Mon., Tues., Wed. & Thurs.

Spring Break Special

W/COUPON
EXTRA
TOPPING
$1 EACH,

Expires: Feb. 18

Month Unlimited $3495
10 Visits $24 95

. A \ *lst Visit Free

I

Fort Hill Village
237-6256

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY
DOMESTIC & FOREGIN
PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Benz
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

237-3111

/

3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH FAX (804) 237-1337

sports
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Winning streak hits nine
Men sweep regular season series from Big South Champs

By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

The Flames men's basketball team
defeated Campbell University 73-63
Saturday night in the Vines Center for
the team's ninth consecutive win
The win improved the team's record
to 14-7 for the year.
In a game which featured
Campbell's 16th ranked three-point
shooting offense, it was LU's Chris
Toomer who hit a three-pointer with
1:17 left in the game to seal the second victory of the year over the defending Big South Champions.
"When he (Toomer) hit that threepointer it really broke their backs,"
Flames forward Parish Hickman said.
"He came off the bench and played
well."
Toomer played for the first time in
three games and scored 10 points off
the bench for the Flames while hitting
three of six three-point shots.
"I was really keyed for this game,
and it was a big game for the team,"
Toomer said. "They (Campbell defense), were sucking into the middle
(to guard Julius Nwosu and Hickman) and it was opening up the
guards."
However, Toomer was not the only
photo by Gemmie Dayrll
player
hitting three-pointers. The
LU's Parish Hickman shoots over the head of Campbell's Dan
Flames
combined
to shoot nine threePogue during the Flames' 73-63 win Saturday in the Vines
pointers
in
22
attempts.
The Camels,
Center, it was LU's ninth consecutive victory.

which have been averaging eight
three-pointers per game, hit seven of
22 shots from outside the perimeter.
Campbell's Scott Neely and Mark
Mocnik combined for three threepointers early in the game to help
build an eight-point Camel lead five
minutes into the game. Meanwhile,
the Flames were missing shots early
in the game, and the Camel defense
was collapsing on Nwosu and Hickman to force tough shots for LU.
"I thought Campbell was committed to defending Parish and forcing
him to pass the ball," LU Head Coach
Jeff Meyer said.
However, the Flames began to hit
the three-pointers to open the team's
inside game.
"Anytime you play Campbell you
need to find ways to beat them. I think
our team did a good job finding ways
to beat them with key stops at the end
and key blocks by Julius. Our players
also knocked down some good shots
when they needed to," Meyer said.
Nwosu finished with a game-high
19 points while hitting eight of 14
shots. He also keyed the Flames defensive effort with six blocks when
the game was on the line. He also
grabbed a game-high 13 rebounds in
the winning effort.
"They were collapsing on me with
a lot of two on one and three on one

matchups. It was one of the toughest
defenses we have faced this year,"
Nwosu said.
Hickman also hit key shots for the
Flames late in the game and finished
with 15 points.
"Hitting the three-pointers opened
things up a lot," Hickman said. "It
made them have to check everybody
and play everyone honest on."
Keith Ferguson and Matt Hildebrand helped to open the game up for
the Flames' inside game. Ferguson
finished with 11 points and hit one
three-pointer, while Hildebrand
scored nine points from three threepointers.
About the three-point barrage by
the two teams, Hildebrand said, "It
was contagious. It was like two heavyweights going at it and meeting each
other punch for punch."
Mocnik led the Camels' outside
shooting game with 20 points,
including four of eight from the
three-point range. Joe Spinks, who
has averaged 18.9 point per game
this year, was held to 10 points. Early
foul trouble limited his playing time
in the first half and he fouled-out late
in the game.
For the game, the Flames shot 47.5
percent overall and 40.9 percent from
three-point range. The LU defense
held the Campbell offense to 42.3

percent from the field.
On Monday night the Flames
defeated UNC-Asheville 80-73 in
Asheville, N.C., for the team's eighth
consecutive win.
Hickman led all scorers with 22
points while hitting 10 of 20 shots.
Nwosu scored 18pointsoneightof 16
shooting and grabbed a game-high 14
rebounds.
Hildebrand hit key three-pointers
late in the game to help lead the Flames
to victory. He finished the game with
16 points while hitting four of nine
three-pointers.
Ferguson also chipped in 10 points
for the winning Flames.
Burt Jenkins led Asheville's offense with 18 points although he hit
only six of 16 shots. Robert Thompson
scored 13 while Josh Kohn and Don
Gay scored 12 each for the Bulldogs.
Gay also grabbed a team-high eight
rebounds.
For the game the Flames shot 49.2
percent while holding the Bulldogs to
40.0 percent.
This week the Flames will face
Towson State University on Thursday night in a showdown of firstplace teams. Both squads have an 8-2
record, notincludingMonday'sgame
against Winthrop University at home.
Monday night the Flames will face
Towson again on the road.

Lady Flames slide by Camels in OT
By SHANNON D.HARRINGTON for the Lady Flames with 15 points to
Champion Reporter
push her over the 1,000 point mark
The injury-plagued Lady Flames during her career at Liberty.
pulled off an overtime win at Campbell
LU Head Coach Rick Reeves said
Saturday, 81-78, keeping the team the team played well overall but still
one-half game behind the Big South made some mistakes.
leaders, UNC-Greensboro.
"At times we didn't play smart,"
The Liberty women also posted big Reeves said. "I keep telling the girls
wins at Davidson on Wednesday, Feb. they have to play against themselves
4,andathomeagainst UNC-Asheville which means they have to play against
on Monday, Feb. 1.
their weaknesses. This was a big road
LU forward Dawn Coleman, who win for us. Davidson has been playplayed with a stretched ankle liga- ing very well at home."
ment, led the Lady Flames with 24
On Saturday, the Lady Flames
points and six rebounds.
handed UNC-Asheville its 16th loss
The Flames posted an eight point of the season. The Lady Bulldogs
advantage over the Lady Camels at have yet to win a game.
halftime, shooting 61.5 percent but
dropped to 35.1 percent in the second
half as Campbell rallied to tie the
score at the final buzzer.
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
LUthen outscored the Lady Cam- Champion Reporter
els, 16-13, in overtime to give them
Lady Flames' senior shooting guard
the victory.
Cynthia Thomson recorded her greatThe Lady Flames had a cosdy win est milestone at Liberty when she
at Davidson on Wednesday as start- broke the 1,000 point mark for scoring center Theresa Bream left the ing in her career.
game with an injury in her right knee
Thomson, the all-time leading
and Dawn Coleman stretched a liga- three-point field goal shooter at LU,
ment in her ankle.
neededonly 14pointsgoingintoLU's
However, Coleman finished the game at Davidson on Feb. 3, and she
game with 17 points to lead all scor- came away with 15 points. Her 15ers. She finished three for four from point performance included four of
three-point range.
11 from three-point range.
Cynthia Thomson also played big
Thomson came into the season only

-

The Lady Bulldogs kept the
margin close in the first nine
minutes of play, but the advantage
that LU had in quickness began to
show as they ran off to a 13-point lead
at halftime.
The Flames never looked back in
the second half, leading by as much as
25 points.
"We were a much quicker team,"
Bream, who led all scorers with 15
points, said.
Reeves said going into the game
that they could not take UNCAsheville lightly.
"What the team saw was that 0-14
record," Reeves said. "What I saw

was that they played tough in the
games; they lost and were not losing
by very big margins."
: .: *
The Lady Flames will host Towson
State on Thursday and UMBC on
Saturday for their final two home
games of the season.
Reeves said with Bream out and
other key players playing with injuries, the team will have to adjust
quickly for the end of the season.
"We lose so much in leadership
when Bream's out," Reeves said.
"We're going to have to grow up
real quick. We are still a very
young team, and at times our
immaturity shows."

:
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Thomson fourth to score 1,000
140 points shy of the 1,000 point
mark and fourth on the all-time LU
scoring list. She is now 168 points
behind the all-time Lady Flames leading scorer, Sharon Snodgrass.
Lady Flames Head Coach Rick
Reeves said that because of the
tremendous emphasis the team has
put on defense this season,
Thomson has been limited in her
scoring potential.
"Cynthia has given up a lot of
scoring and focused more on defense
this season," Reeves said. "She has
sacrificed for the success of the

program; and in doing so, she has
been a huge influence in the turnaround of this team."
A plaque and a game ball were
presented to Thomson by the Rev.
Jerry Falwell at the UNC-Asheville
game, which was one game before
she actually broke the 1,000 points.
"We did this because the kid's
really wanted Dr. Falwell to be
involved," Reeves said. "He would
not have been able to make our
next two games, and we anticipated
Cynthia to have broken the mark
by then."

photo by Gemmie Diyrit

Theresa Bream finishes off an easy layup during LU's 68-50
victory over UNC-Asheville on Monday night.

Runners qualify for IC4A's
By CHRISTIANNA B0B0
Champion Reporter

The men's and women's track
teams competed in the Pepsi relays at
Virginia Tech and the VMI winter
relays at VMI on Saturday.
LU broke two school records at the
Pepsi Relays with Ryan Werner's 3,
635 point pentathlon and the rarely
run women's 4X200m relay.
Werner's score qualified him for
the indoor IC4A championships. The
women's 4X200m relay, run by
Fadhila Samuels, Leeann Hayslett,
Shauna Hutcheson and Tara Harper,

placed fourth in 1:50.1.
The distance medley relay, run by
Esther Mills, Fadhila Samuels, J 'aime
Cowan and Urlene Dick, placed third
at the Tech meet, with a time of
12:39.0. The women's 4X800m (Dick,
Mills, Mihm, Cowan) placed fifth.
The men finished strong in the
pentathlon and the scoring was as
follows: Todd Pettyjohn, third with
3,335 points; Keith Woody, fourth
with 3,323 points; and Eric
Vreugdenhil, fifth with 3,250 points.
At the VMI winter relays, freshman
Mike Connell qualified for the IC4A

championships while taking first place
in the high jump with a personal record height of 6-foot-10-inches.
Bill Khan won the mile with an
indoor personal record of 4:23.1.
Reed ran a 50.7 400m, and Schudler vaulted 15-feet-0-inches to land
each a second-place finish.
The men's distance medley relay
(Damien Bates, Mike Reed, Bobby
Prettyman and Eric Welling) took third
place in 10:29.44.Themen's4X800m
(Dave McCombs, Khan, Jason Krull
and Prettyman) also took third place
in 8:18.4.

Hockey club wins, aims for title
By STEPHEN STROUT

said, describing the winning goal.
The game featured a classic dual of
The Liberty University hockey team goaltending as George Mason outwent from one extreme to another last shot the Flames 29-28.
"It was the most exciting game of
weekend with a two-game sweep of
the year. I told our guys we'll see
George Mason.
The Flames were on fire offen- these kind of games in the Nationals,
sively Friday night as the team posted and we've got to be ready for it,"
a 7-1 victory, and Saturday afternoon Habermas said.
Liberty was officially extended an
the team won a defensive thriller, 2-1.
Scott Torrance scored the winning invitation to the Nationals at Iowa
goal with 1:06 remaining in the final Stale this past week and currently is
period on Saturday to complete the ranked sixth in the American Colleweekend sweep. Brian Bauer's goal giate Hockey Association (ACHA).
early in the third period tied the game
Friday night's game featured high
1 • 1 and eliminated a 1 -0 deficit which scoring individual offensive performLU faced most of the afternoon.
ances for Liberty. B. Bauer had a hat
"The guys were extremely tired but trick as he scored three goals.
Scott(Torrance) won the scramble for Saturday's hero, Torrance added two
the puck, and it squirted by the goalie's goals and Dave Bauer and Dan
glove," Head Coach Gary Habermas Davey chipped in with a single goal

Champion Reporter
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The Flames' Mike Castellanna (right) squares off against his opponent Saturday in the
Liberty University Multi-Purpose Center. Castellana won his match by a 13-5 decision, while
the Flames defeated Old Dominion University 29-9 to improve to 11 -4 for the season. Also
recording a win for the Flames was Matt Dernlan with a 10-8 decision in the 126-pound weight
class. In the 142-pound weight class, Matt Dawson won a narrow 3-2 decision over his
opponent. Steve Dernlan won an overwhelming 20-7 decision over his opponent in the 150pound weight class. Sam Holiday won by forfeit in the 158-pound weight class while David
Gaylan lost a close 5-3 decision over his opponent in the 167-pound weight class. In the 177pound weight class, Scott Wall won a close 4-3 decision over his opponent. LU's Aaron Bruce
also won a decision because of an injury to his opponent in the 190-pound weight class. ODU
recorded a victory when LU's Brady Hiatt lost a 6-2 decision to his opponent in the 118-pound
weight class. Dan Duncan also lost in the heavyweight division by a score of 5-3. This week
the Flames will wrestle at the Bloomsburg Duels starting at 10 a.m.
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each. The Flames outshot George
Mason 41-33.
Bill Holliday continued his winning ways in net with 61 saves on 62
attempts in the two-game set.
"The difference was goaltending.
They had some great shots on net, but
Holliday made the big plays," Habermas said.
The win improved Liberty's overall record to 13-1,9-0 in conference
play, while dropping George Mason's
conference mark to 7-3.
The Flames host Virginia Tech this
weekend in Roanoke for the final two
games of the regular season. Game
time is 10:30 p.m. on Friday nightand
3:30 p.m. on Saturday.
Liberty will receive a first round
bye in the conference playoffs (SCHA)
with one win or a tie this weekend.
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Fans receive raw deal from opponents
The game has been over for close to
15 minutes. Liberty Coach Jeff Meyer
is handed the victory can of Diet Coke
and heads out of the locker room and
back into the arena. He walks across
the floor where his team just defeated
Radford and sits down in a seat on
press row to fulfill his normal interview responsibility on the radio.
"We came out without emotion,"
he said, "but our fans were able to get
us going, and that is what made the
difference."
I thought about what he said. He
was right The team was emotionally
drained after its win at Virginia Tech
and was right in the middle of a brutal
stretch of games.
But the fans weren't interested in
excuses. They wanted to see a win
over their heated rival.
Ron Bradley, coach of Radford,
made a vital error. He allowed the
crowd to distract him from the job at
hand. Before he had any idea what
had happened, the Flames had run off

judgment is blurred when you are
down 20 points.
Does this sound like old news? In a
way it is, but let's be careful not to
overlook what has been done to this
school. Racial accusations hurt the
entire institution, from basketball
recruiting to donations to the Old
Time Gospel Hour.
I looked across at the people doing
this cheering, and it was whites,
African Americans and Hispanics. I
looked at those to whom the remarks
were being directed and they were
white and blacks.
Ifirmlybelieve the people involved
meant nothing by the cheers, but I
think it is important that Liberty is not
accused of this in the future.
But as far as making the Vines
Center a pleasant place to play in the
Big South, who cares what the opponents think?
Is it any secret that teams are
already intimidated before the
opening tip-off? This is exactly what

Bob
Sturm
Sport* Columnist

The Way I See It
a 17-2 lead and were on the verge of
finishing his team off before the game
was evenfiveminutes old.
Doug Day, Radford's AU-Everything guard, was quoted before
the game as saying, "It's gonna be
a war."
Highlander Forward Chris
Harvey, who is African American,
provided a crucial point that
defended LU fans.
"I don't believe it was racial; they
did it to everybody," he said, defending the Liberty fans.
In a day and age when racism is a
terrible problem, you would think
those doing the accusing would be a
little more careful. But I guess your

happens in every basketball arena
nationwide.
David Jackson, a guard for
UNC-Asheville, said, "You guys
have some great fans. It is a tough
place to play."
I don't encourage abusing opposing players or referees, but I believe
making things difficult for the "bad
guys" during time-outs or while they
are trying to run plays. This is worth
five to 10 points per game for the
home team.
Flames fans have not acted
differently for a particular color,
height, weight or team. They have
not singled out one person, one race
or one sex to ridicule. They have
simply tried to create a home-court
advantage that is rivaled by no school
of this size.
Judging from what players and
coaches from around the league have
said, they have done a fine job at
doingjust that In two years, the Flames
have lost only one Big South home

Big South Conference
LU men
The Flames have won nine consecutive games (not including
Monday's game against Winthrop)
and will now face Towson State for
thefirsttime on Thursday night.
Not only will LU play Towson on
Thursday; but on the following
Monday, the team will travel to
Towson to play the Tigers on their
home court Sandwiched in the two
Towson games is a date at UMBC
on Saturday.
In Saturday's win the Flames
defeated the Campbell Camels
with a nine of 22 three-point shooting barrage. The Camels, which
are ranked 16 in the nation in
three-point shooting, hit seven
of 22 shots.
With the win, LU was able to
maintain its position of a firstplace tie in the Big South.

LU guard Matt Hildebrand is
nearing 1,000 points for his career.
After scoring nine points against
Campbell on Saturday, Hildebrand is
127 points short of 1,000.
When Julius Nwosu and Parish
Hickman score a combined 40 or
more points the Flames are 4-1. When
the duo scores a combined 30 or more
points the team is 10-3.
The Flames recently completed
an 11-game, 22-day stretch after the
team's win on Monday at Asheville.
Over that stretch the Flames finished with a 9-2 record, including
wins over state-rivals Virginia Tech
and Radford University.
Prior to Campbell's 73-63 loss to
the Flames at the Vines Center on
Saturday, the Camels had defeated
Towson State and Radford University earlier in the week. The Camels
are currenUy in third place.

LU women
The LU women won their third
game of the week on Saturday at
Carter Gyam in Buies Creek, N.C.,
against the Campbell Camels 81-78
in overtime.
The win was especially big for the
Lady Flames because they won the
game without the services of their
leading scorer, Theresa Bream.
Bream injured her right knee earlier
in the week, and it is unknown how
long she will be out of action.
The Flames won the game in overtime despite being out-rebounded 4931 in the game.
This week the Lady Flames face
two big road games at Towson State
University on Thursday and at
UMBC on Saturday. The women's
team won't be home again until
Tuesday, Feb. 23, against UNCGreensboro.

Men's Overall Statistics
PLAYER
Nwosu
Hickman
Hildobrand
Ferguson
Chapman
Williams
'i'oomar
Robinson
Bloom
Anthony
Pothoven
Taylor
Huntar
Totals

PLAYER
Bream
D. Coleman
G. Coleman
Barringlon
C. Thomson
Fairfax
Whita
Woods
Hopkins
R. Thomson
Mllbum
Freeman
Totals

G/GS
21/20
17/14
21/21
21/20
21/1
19/10
19/16
19/2
19/1
19/0
11/0
18/0
15/0
21/21

G/GS
12/10
18/11
18/13
18/17
18/13
18/17
18/2
18/2
18/3
17/1
13/0
2/0
18/18

Total
FG/FGA
139 / 240
119/230
73/150
78/143
38/79
35/77
30/82
25/57
21/48
19/49
4/12
12/26
11/22
607/1,222

Total
FG/FGA
53/131
68/176
71/142
53 /145
46/146
46/98
39/109
35/75
19/59
4/23
1/2
0/0
435/1,106

FG%
.579
.517
.487
.546
.481
.455
.366
.439
.438
.388
.333
.462
.500
.497

Three Point
FG/FGA FG%
.000
0/0
.308
8/26
.462
42/91
.333
12/36
.414
12/29
.000
0/2
.333
15/45
.360
9/25
.333
8/24
.417
10/24
.000
0/1
.385
5/13
.000
0/1
122/318 .384

FT/FTA

FT%
.625
46/71
.648
.884
61/69
.568
25/44
.536
15/26
.696
16/23
.556
10/18
.583
14/24
.889
8/9
.750
9/12
.810
17/21
.417
5/12
.667
2/3
316/474 .667

85/136

PTS
363
292
249
193
103
86
85
73
58
57
25
34
24
1,652

AVG
17.3
17.2
11.9
9.2
4.9
4.5
4.5
3.8
3.1
3.0
2.3
1.9
1.6
78.7

REB
160
109
67
79
55
66
34
37
24
12
8
16
22
802

AVG
8.6
6.4
3.2
3.8
2.6
3.5
1.8
2.0
1.3
.6
.7
.9
1.5
38.2

AST
6
29
112
51
16
14
43
53
15
9
21
6
0
381

BLK
29
10
0
6
3
2
2
1
0
1
0
5
0
59

STL
21
22
11
15
15
12
34
15
4
5
5
4
2
166

Women's Overall Statistics
FG%
.405
.386
.500
.366
.315
.469
.356
.467
.322
.174
.500
.000
.393

Three Point
FG/FGA FG%
.333
1/3
.351
33/94
0/2
.000
.519
14/27
.327
35/107
.000
0/0
.367
18/49
.000
0/1
.000
0/0
.222
2/9
.000
0/0
.000
0/0
103/292 .353

FT/FTA
30/54
30/40

FT%
.556
.750
.706
48/66
.776
45/58
.543
19/35
.543
19/35
.571
12/21
.634
26/41
.520
13/25
.800
8/10
.000
0/0
.000
0/0
250 / 387 .646

PTS
137
199
190
165
146
111
108
96
51
18
2
0
1,223

Men's Big South basketball standings
B.S record
Overall record
School
14-7
8-2
Liberty
8-2
11-8
Towson
8-11
6-3
Campbell
11-9
5-4
Coastal
11-12
5-5
Radford
10-9
4-5
Winthrop
7-11
4-5
Bait. County
5-14
2-9
Charleston
4-14
2-9
UNC-Asheville
6-14
0-0
Greensboro

AVG
11.4
11.1
10.6
9.2
8.1
6.2
6.0
5.3
2.8
1.1
.2
.0
67.9

REB
121
97
90
57
41
88
75
54
30
11
10
0
750

AVG
10.1
5.4
5.0
3.2
2.3
4.9
4.2
3.0
1.7
.7
.8
.0
41.7

AST
19
43
50
92
26
7
13
12
2
12
1
0
277

BLK
1
2
2
0
1
24
3
2
3
0
1
0
39

STL
19
26
26
36
31
18
16
13
2
3
0
0
192

game, and that was during winter
break.
It seems that some people have
connected being a Christian to being
a mute. I disagree, and feel Col. 3:23,
"Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as
to the Lord," applies to cheering as
well as anything else.
Don't abuse your right to support
your team by degrading a particular
person or race; but at the same time,
don't even co~~:1er quieting down
during time-outs and surrender that
home-court advantage that has been
so important to the success of Liberty
basketball.
Note: The men's and women's
basketball teams will play at Radford
on Saturday, Feb. 27.
This game will be the perfect opportunity for LU fans to show their
support for the teams while they play
on the road.
Tickets are on sale now at the LU
ticket office for $5.
See you at Radford!

ames
ranked
'number 1*
By NELSON MUMMA JR.
Champion Rapomf

After searching and searching,
1 have found a way io prove that
Liberty University men's
basketball should be ranked #1.
The reasoning being:
Liberty beat Virginia Tech.
Virginia Tech beat Virginia.
Virginia beat Duke.
Duke beat Michigan.
Michigan beat Kansas.
Kansas beat # I Indiana.
Using the math formula where
if A>B and B>C, then A>C< it is
easy tosee why Liberty University
is a better team than the Indiana
Hoosicrs and should therefore

imktdili

.*.
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Basketball

The Lady Flames' victory over
UNC-Asheville on Feb. 1, was the
teams 10th win of the year. It marked
the earliest date since the 1983-84
season the Lady Flames had won 10
games.
Head Coach Rick Reeves is nearing his 100th victory. With the win
over Campbell University on Saturday, Reeves needs only one win to
reach 100 for his collegiate career.
He is currently 36-38 lifetime
as head coach of the Lady Flames.
Overall he is 99-76 in six years of
coaching.
The Lady Flames' win over
Campbell on Saturday ended the Lady
Camels' unbeaten home record. The
Lady Camels' home record now
stands at 5-1 for the season.
This week the Flames will play
Towson State Univeristy for the first
time at home.
Earlier in the season Towson was in
first place with a 4-0 record, but have
now slipped to 54.
Also, the women will play the
University of Maryland-Baltimore
County for the first time this
season on Saturday. After that
game, the Flames will begin a
five-game road trip to end the
regular season.

This Weeks Men's Games
Monday, Feb. 8
Coll. of Charleston at Charleston Southern
Coastal Carolina at UMBC
Towson State at Lehigh
UNC-Asheville at Campbell
Winthrop at Liberty

Wednesday, Feb. 10
UMBC at Radford
UNC-Greensboro at The Citadel

Thursday, Feb. 11
Belmont Abbey at Coastal Carolina
Campbell at Charleston Southern
Towson State at Liberty

Saturday, Feb. 13
Coastal Carolina at Winthrop
College of Charleston at UNC-Greensboro
Liberty at UMBC
Radford at Towson State
UNC-Asheville at Charleston Southern

This Weeks Women's Games
Monday, Feb. 8
Liberty at Winthrop
Radford at Campbell
UMBC at Coastal Carolina

Last Weeks Men's Results
Monday, Feb. 1
Liberty 80 at UNC-Asheville 7 3
Radford 71 at Charleston Southern 6 0
Towson State 61 at Campbell College 63
UMBC 85 at Winthrop College 79
UNC-Greensboro 95 at Chicago State 89

Wednesday, Feb. 3
Charleston Southern 68 at Coastal 84
Fairleigh Dickinson 80 at UNC-G 9 4
UMBC 76 at Towson State 82
UNC-Asheville 66 at Winthrop 79

Thursday, Feb. 4
Campbell 89 at Radford University 84

Saturday, Feb. 6
Campbell 63 at Liberty 7 3
Coastal Carolina 6 9 at Towson State 7 4
Charleston South. 9 2 at UNC-Asheville 9 9
Winthrop College 88 at Radford 107

Last Weeks Women's Results
Monday, Feb. 1
Campbell 65 at Towson State 49

Wednesday, Feb. 10
Charleston Southern at Campbell
Furman at Winthrop

Thursday, Feb. 11
Radford at UMBC
Towson State at Liberty
UNC-Greensboro at UNC-Asheville

Friday, Feb. 12
Charleston Southern at Davidson

Saturday, Feb. 13
Charleston Southern at UNC-Asheville
Towson Stale at Radford
UMBC at Liberty
UNC-Greensboro at Campbell
Winthrop at Coastal Carolina

Charleston Southern 57 at Radford 67
UNC-Asheville 50 at Liberty 68
UNC-Greensboro 87 at Coastal Carolina 52
Winthrop 4 6 at UMBC 78

Wednesday, Feb. 3
Liberty 71 at Davidson 54
UMBC 6 0 at Towson State 7 0

Thursday, Feb. 4
Coastal 7 6 at Charleston Southern 63
Winthrop 67 at UNC-Asheville 51

Saturday, Feb. 6
Liberty 81 at Campbell 7 8
Towson State 67 at Coastal Carolina 52
UNC-A 61 at Charleston Southern 64
UNC-G 7 0 at UNC-Wilminglon 5 6

Women's Results
L i b e r t y 68, U N C - A s h e v i l l e 50
UNC-Asheville (50)
Mooro 0-00-00. Godette 6-151-4 14, WotxJIin 2-5005, Selby0-1 0-00, Roberts3-101-37, Jones 5-100-0
10, Hyall 0-0 0-0 0, Carswell 0-0 0-0 0, Smith 0-7 0-0 0,
Matthews 3-9 2-2 B, West 1 -64-4 6. Roy 0-0 0-0 O.Totals
2045 8-13 50.
Liberty (68)
Barringlon 2-6 3-4 7, C. Thomson 1-9 2-3 5, R.
Thomson 0-20-1 0, G. Coleman 6-9 0-112, Bream 6-16
3-6 15. Mlburn 0-0 0-00, While 2-3 1-1 7, Hopkins 3-335 9, Falrmax 3-4 0-0 6, D. Coleman 3-60-17, Woods 00 0-0 0. Totals 26-58 12-22 68.
Asheville
18 31 — 50
Liberty
32 36 — 68
Three point field goals — Liberty 4-18 (Barringlon 01, C Thomson 1 -8, R. Thomson 0-2, Bream 0-1, White
2-2, D. Coleman 1-4) UNC-Asheville 2-16 (Godette 1-6,
Woodlln 1-4, Roberts 0-3, Matthews 0-3) Rebounds —
Liberty 49 (Fairlax 9), UNC-Asheville 40 (Smith 7. West
7) Date — Monday, Feb. 1. Attendance —193.

Women's Big South basketball standings
Overall record
B.S. record
School
11-8
8-2
UNC-Greensboro
12-6
7-2
Liberty
6-2
8-8
Radford
7-11
6-3
Bait. County
7-13
6-4
Towson State
9-7
Campbell
4-4
6-13
Coastal
4-5
. 5-12
Winthrop
4-5
5-12
Charleston
3-8
0-17
UNC-Asheville
0-9

L i b e r t y 7 1 , D a v i d s o n 54
Liberty (71)
Barringlon 5-10 3-3 13, C Thomson 5-14 1-3 15,
Bream 3-10 1-4 7, Fairfax 1-4 3-4 5, D. Coleman 6-923 17. While 0-4 0-0 0, Woods 0-0 0-2 0, G. Coleman 611 2-2 14, Hopkins 0-1 0-0 0, R. Thomson 0-1 0-0 0.
Totals 26-64 12-21 71.
Davidson (54)
Sharpe 5-11 2-214, Roos 0-01-21, Young 3-10 0-0
8, Butcher 7-14 2-2 16, Crosswhlte 1-60-02, Burke 4-8
0-0 8, Plowright 0-0 0-0 0, Solsrud 1-4 0-0 3, Mlnko 0-3
0-1 0. Ford 1-1 0-0 2, Capps 0-0 0 4 0. Totals 22-57 5-7
54.
Liberty
24 47 — 71
Davidson
27 27 — 54
Three point field goals — Liberty 7-17 (Barringlon 01. C Thomson 4-11, Bream 0-1, D. Coleman 3-4)
Davidson 5-14 (Sharpe 2-4, Young 2-8, Crosswhlte 0-1,
Solsrud 1-1) Rebounds—Llberty41 (Fairfax 8), Davidson
37 (Butcher 14) Dale—Wednesday, Feb. 3. Attendance
— 82.

Liberty 8 1 , Campbell College 78
Liberty (81)
Barringlon 4-9 6-7 14, C Thomson 2-10 0-1 5, R.
Thomson 0-10-00, G. Coleman 4-121-2 9, Mlburn 0-0
0-0 0, White 4-6 0-011, Hopkins 3-4 0-0 6, Fairlax 4-7 22 10, D. Coleman 7-115-5 24, Woods 1 -3 0-0 2. Totals
29-6314-17 81.
Campbell University (78)
Tabourn 4-8 3-411, Nigro 7-131-315, Prince 3-5 00 7, Mitchell 0-0 0-0 0, Smith 6-91-615, Griffin 1-50-02,
Bess 0-2 0-0 0, Stockwell 5-153-513, Coleman 5-9 5-6
15. Totals 31-66 13-24 78.
Liberty
38 27 1 6 — 81
Campbell
30 35 13 —
78
Three point field goals—Liberty 9-18(C. Thomson 17, G. Coleman 0-1, White 3-3. D. Coleman 5-7) Campbell
3-4 (Prince 1-2, Smith 2-2) Rebounds — Liberty 31 (D.
Coleman 6, Woods 6), Campbell 49 (Stockwell 18) Date
— Saturday, Feb. 6. Attendance — N/A.

Men's Results
Liberty 8 0 , UNC-A»hovllle 73
Liberty (80)
Williams 0-1 0-0 0, Hickman 10-20 2-6 22, Nwosu fil e 2-618, Ferguson 4-41-2 10, Hildebrand 5-112-2 16,
Anthony 1-1 0-0 3. Bloom 1-4 3-3 5, Robinson 0-10-1 0,
Hunter 0-0 0-0 0, Taylor 1-21-3 4, Pothoven 0-1 0-0 0,
Chapman 0-0 2-2 2. Totals 30-61 13-25 80.
UNC-Aoheville (73)
Joyner 2-4 0-0 4, Jenkins 6-16 3-4 18, Evans 1-5 23 4, Thompson 4-10 4-513, Kohn 3-9 5-6 12, Gay 5-12
1-212, Jackson 3-70-06, O'Neill 2-20-14. Totals 26-65
15-21 73.
Liberty
33 47 — 80
Asheville
33 40 — 73
Three point Held goals — Lberty 7-18 (Hickman 0-2,
Ferguson 1-1, Hildebrand 4-9, Anthony 1-1, Bloom 0-2,
Robinson 0-1, Taylor 1-2) Asheville 6-22 (Jenkins 3-8,
Thompson 1-3, Kohn 1-5, Gay 1-5, Jackson 0-1)
Rebounds — Lberty 42 (Nwosu 14), UNC-Asheville 39
(Gay 8) Date — Monday, Feb. 1. Attendance — 775.

Liberty 73, Campbell 63
Campbell University (63)
Pogue 0-3 2-2 2, Harrison 0-3 2-3 2, Lee 0-6 0-0 0,
Martin 2-4 0-0 4, Hall 1-10-03, Neery 3-6 OO 8, Mocnik
8-180-020, Spinks 4-7 2-210, Mitchell 1-3 0-0 2, Ellison
6-8 0-0 12. Totals 25-59 6-7 63.
Liberty (73)
Nwosu B-14 3-519, Toomer3-7 1-210, Ferguson 57 0-011, Hildebrand 3-7 0-0 9, Anthony 1 -2 0-0 3, Bloom
0-20-00, Taylor 1-11-13, Pothoven 0-01-21, Chapman
1-4 0-1 2, Hickman 7-17 1-215. Totals 29-61 6-12 73.
Campbell
31 3 2 — 6 3
Liberty
37 36 — 73
Three point field goals — Liberty 9-22 (Toomer 3-6,
Ferguson 1-2, Hildebrand 34, Anthony 1-1, Bloom 0-2.
Taylor 1-1, Chapman 0-2, Hickman 0-2) Campbell 7-22
(Pogue 0-2, Lee 0-4, Hall 1-1, Neery 2-4, Mocnik 4-8,
Spinks 0-3) Rebounds—Lberty 38 (Nwoeu13),Carnpbe II
33 (Mocnik 8) Date — Saturday, Feb. 6. Attendance —
4,845.

Big South Conference Leaders Through 2-5-93
Men's scoring leaders
Tony Dunkin
CCC 22.1
Darnell Sneed CSU 21.6
DevinBoyd
TSU 21.1
KeKe Hicks
CCC 20.1
Joe Spinks
CU
18.7
T. Alexander
TSU 17.9
Eddie Gay
WU 17.3
Parish Hickman LU
173
L. Coulter
WU
17.3
Julius Nwosu LU
17.2
Women's scoring leaders
Vickie Henson NC-G 16.4
S. Wilkey
15.9
RU
T. Crown
15.0
RU
Missy Quille
MB-C 13.6
M. Haywood
NC-G 13.4
13.3
CSU
C. Kelly
13.1
TSU
D. Barry
12.6
S. Finley
WC
Nikki Tinsley
UMBC 12.2
11.8
Revonda Whitley WU

Men's FG% leaders
.655
Eddie Gay
WU
.580
Julius Nwosu LU
.562
Joe Spinks
CU
.545
Tony Dunkin CCC
.542
Don Burgess
RU
.526
Parish Hickman LU
.517
T. Alexander
TSU
Sonique Nixon UMBC .505
.486
M. Acha
CCC
.457
Mark Hailey
WU
Women's FG% leaders
Vickie Henson UNC-G .542
Tammie Crown RU
.529
M. Haywood
UNC-G .508
.473
D. Barry
TSU
.437
S. Wilkey
RU
Nikki Tinsley
UMBC .403
Missy Quille
UMBC .393
.364
S. Finley
WU
NO MORE STATS AVAILABLE

Men's 3-point FG% leaders
Tony Dunkin
CCC .476
Skip Saunders UMBC .469
Scott Hartzell
UNC-G .460
M. Hildebrand LU
.459
Burt Jenkins
UNC-A .459
Scott Neely
CU
.431
KeKe Hicks
CCC .411
L. Coulter
WU
.403
Doug Day
RU
.375
Mark Mocnik
CU
.368
Women's blocked shot leaders
TSU
C. Highiower
1.6
LU
J. Fairfax
1.2
RU
Sara Larsen
1.1
Joy Clifford
CSU
1.1
Eileen Jensen
TSU
1.0
Sheena West
UNC-A 0.8
Missy Quille
UMBC 0.7
S. Wilkey
RU
0.6
Leigh Griffin
CU
0.6
Nikki Sims
CCC 0.5

Men's free throw % leaders
Darnell Sneed CSU .890
Scott Hartzell UNC-G .889
M. Hildebrand LU
.884
Don Burgess
RU
.864
KeKe Hicks
CCC .862
Brian Schmall RU
.809
Devin Boyd
TSU .777
Tony Dunkin
CCC .744
Mike Fayed
WU .740
Mark Hailey
WU .731
Women's free throw % leaders
Tammie Crown RU
.895
Chrissy Kelly
CSU .800
Lisa Howard
RU
.780
Ginny Coleman LU
.712
Kim Lewis
CCC .682
Revonda WhiUeyWU
.674
Missy Quille
UMBC .663
Tanya Belair
TSU .623
D. Barry
TSU .604
S. Gilbert
RU
.602

Men's rebounding leaders
Mark Hailey
WU 9.2
Sonique Nixon UMBC 8.6
Eddie Gay
WU
8.5
Julius Nwosu LU
8.4
M. Acha
CCC 8.1
Joe Spinks
CU
7.3
Darnell Sneed CSU 6.6
Parish Hickman LU
6.5
John James
TSU 6.3
Tyrone Travis RU
6.3
Women's rebounding leaders
S. Finley
WU 9.8
Tammie Crown RU
9.8
D.Barry
TSU 9.1
C. Highiower
TSU 7.9
Sheena West
UNC-A 7.3
Vickie Hensen UNC-G 7.2
Kim Lewis
CCC 7.2
Joy Clifford
CSU 6.6
Eunice French UMBC 6.6
Revonda Whitley WU
6.6

Men's assists leaders
Brian Schmall RU
6.5
Dana Harris
UMBC 6.3
Mike Fayed
WU
5.8
M. Hildebrand LU
5.2
Josh Kohn
UNC-A 5.1
Joey Hart
CCC 5.0
Joe Spinks
CU
4.8
Dan Pogue
CU
4.6
Scott Hartzell UNC-G 4.3
KeKe Hicks
CCC 3.5
Women's assists leaders
Shonia Tabourn CU
6.5
A. Barrington LU
4.9
L. Siddle
RU
4.2
Missy Quille
UMBC 4.0
Nikki Tinsley
UMBC 3.9
Tina Wilson
UNC-G 3.9
Dee Godette
UNC-A 3.9
Jo Zerger
UNC-G 3.9
Michelle Minton CCC 3.8
Paula Roberts UNC-A 3.7
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Thomas headed to N.Y.?
By DAN BORRIES

NBA Roundup

Champion Reporter

Thomas, a Knick?
That's right, Isiah Thomas might
become a New York Knick. The
Knicks will give up Greg Anthony
and Charles Oakley for Thomas.
The Knicks could definitely use
Thomas in the backcourt, while Detroit, which has been nowhere since
its last championship could use a
couple of young players to give the
team a boost.
Thomas doesn't mind the idea of
playing for a contending team, but
what are the Pistons without Isiah
Thomas?
Another contending team in San
Antonio took its red-hot winning
streak of 10 games to Phoenix on
Friday. Unfortunately for the Spurs,
the Suns were ready for them.
The Suns, which have only lost one
home game, beat the Spurs 125-110.
The key to the win was three-point
shots. Through the win, Phoenix

proved it is in great shape to contend
for the national championship this
year against the reigning champs, the
Bulls.
The Bulls don't have much to say
after having a losing month in January. They only won seven out of 15
games. The champs are taking a little
slide in the Central Division while
giving other teams the chance to take
the top spot.
However, Chicago traveled to Salt
Lake City and beat the Jazz last
Monday night. The Bulls won 96-92
while Michael Jordan finished with
37 points, including 20 points in the
fourth quarter.
Karl Malone scored 40 points and
recorded nine blocks. But it didn't
help them. Malone's consolation was
being named player of the week.
One team that can take that top spot
from the Bulls are the Cleveland

Cavaliers because the team is just two
and a half games behind the Bulls.
The Cav's faced Orlando on Thursday at Richfield and held Shaquille
O'Neill to five points in the first half.
The second part of the game belonged
to Mark Price. Price, who had 20
points that night, hit his last eight
shots to help Cleveland win 127-113.
And while the top teams jockey for
position, everything is now official
for the All-Star weekend on Feb. 21.
Being a rookie phenom, O'Neill
gets the starting job in the all-star
game. The last rookie to start in the
All-Star game was Jordan in 1985.
Jordan received the most votes in the
ballots for the seventh straight year.
The only change in the starting positions mentioned last week is Jeff
Homacek, who was beaten out by
Thomas.
In the West, John Stockton beat out
Tim Hardaway. The reserves will be
chosen within the next week by the
coaches.

NHL fighting less in '92
By BRIAN SPERLING

NHL Roundup

Champion Reporter

In the National Hockey League last
season, outlaws known as goons defiantly caused as much chaos as possible during the course of games.
Penalty minutes were rocketing
upward at record paces and despite
the reprimands, most games turned
into a night at the fights rather than a
hockey contest of skill.
Mike Peluso perhaps exhibited the
most reckless cases of goonery last
season. While with the Chicago Blackhawks, Peluso tallied 34 fighting
majors—three more than the entire
Pittsburgh Penguins team combined.
During the off season, the league
hierarchy put their collective heads
together to put a stop to this incessant
scourge of violence. With the adoptionofgamemisconducts to any fighting instigators, the NHL has apparently put a big dent in the fighting
epidemic. .
At this point last season, there were
126 fighting instigations. At the same
juncture now, there have only been
46. Overall, fighting majors are down
by 40 percent—531 as compared to
899 at this point last year.
Peluso, now with the expansion
Ottawa Senators, has only compiled
14 instigations, well behind last

season's pace. The biggest change,
however, is that Peluso has already
exceeded last year's offensive output.
In 65 games last season, he scored
six goals and three assists. At the AllStar Break this year he already had
contributed 10 goals and five assists
for the hapless Senators.
Peluso and other NHL masters of
goonery are redefining their style and
are looking to showcase skill over
fists. With the chance of losing salary
or games, fighting is seemingly going
out the door in the NHL.
Losing games is something that the
Detroit Red Wings had not thought
they would have done as much of
already this season. Favored by many
experts to represent the Campbell
Conference in the S tanley Cup Finals,
the Wings brokeoutof the gates slowly
and have recently settled into a dogfight with Minnesota for second behind Chicago in the Norris Division.
Detroit has the guns to go shot-forshot with anyone but the Penguins, so
why has the team not. been able to
grasp first place by the break? The
defense has been the problem, and
these breakdowns have caused goalie
Tim Cheveldae to struggle.

In an effort to get him some help
and to make a run at the Hawks,
Detroit acquired star defenseman Paul
Coffey from Los Angeles last week.
The addition of Coffey will be invaluable as he has the experience and
defensive toughness Head Coach
Bryan Murray hopes will put the
Wings on top come playoff time.
In another big trade last week, the
Sabres sent Dave Andreychuck, the
team's all-time leading scorer, and
longtime goalie Darren Puppa to
Toronto for goalie Grant Fuhr. The
Sabres had the same dilemma as
Detroit and hope Fuhr will stop the
onslaught of goals.
For the Leafs, Andreychuck will
be a big asset to an inconsistent offense. Puppa is a veteran netminder,
but he will be used as backup to
rookie phenom Felix Potvin.
Speaking of Buffalo, there were
rumors of a coaching change. The
man who built up the Blackhawks,
Mike Keenan, is rumored to be heading back into coaching with the
Sabres. It was reported that Keenan
was having discussions with the
Sabres to take over coaching and
general manager duties as he did in
Chicago. If it were to happen, current
Coach John Muckler would move
into the front office.
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Champion Reporter

North Carolina, after losing to Wake
Forest by 22 and Duke by 12, lost its
chance to become the fifth team to be
ranked number one.
But don't feel bad for the Tar Heels
because they may feel good about
that! After all, in the last decade no
team except Duke, which was number one all of last season and won the
national championship, has held the
number-one ranking and won the
NCAA tournament
For example, in 1987-88, Temple,
Kentucky, Arizona and North Carolina each spent time as number one,
only to have Kansas win the tournament in March.
In 1985, Villanova was never
ranked number one and won the tournament after beating heavily favored
Georgetown.
So North Carolina should thank the
Demon Deacons and the Blue Devils.

College Hoops
Not only did they provide North
Carolina with a needed "reality check"
that will probably serve as a valuable
lesson later in the season, but they
saved the Tar Heels the jinx of being
number-one team.
As for Michigan, Duke, Kansas and
Indiana, the teams can only hope
Duke's success last season at the
number-one position will erase the
awful burden of being top ranked.
In other college hoops news, Iowa,
playing its second game at home since
the death of star forward Chris Street,
losttoIndiana (10-0,20-2) Saturday
in a Big Ten game. Despite the loss,
the game held special meaning to the
Hawkeyes (3-4,14-5) as they retired
Street's jersey before the contest.
The Hawkeyes are 3-2, including
an 88-80 win over seventh-ranked
Michigan, since the death of Street.

Also, Indiana coach Bobby Knight
claims he has successfully recruited
Ivan Renko, a 6-foot-8-inch player
from Yugoslavia. However, just as
there is no longer a Yugoslavia, there
doesn't seem to be an Ivan Renko.
'There is no such person. I'm positive. I was informed that this kid
doesn't exist," nationally known recruiting expert Bob Gibbons said.
In other news, Kentucky, which
received its only defeat to Vanderbilt,
revenged that loss by beating the
Commodores Saturday 82-67.
Vanderbilt (7-2, 17-4), unranked
when they beat then first-ranked
Kentucky on Jan. 13,101-86, is currently ranked eleventh. Kentucky, (81,17-1), is ranked second.
Radford's Doug Day hit four threepointers in an 89-84 loss toCUThursday, setting an NCAA Division I
record for three-pointers. Day's 366
surpassed the previous high of 363 set
by Loyola Mary mount's Jeff Fryer.

MLB's popularity slumping
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Champion Reporter

MLB's popularity is slumping while
interest and attendance in the game
drop and unless things change, popularity will continuetodrop.
First of all, the game needs to air
itself on ABC, CBS and NBC. More
games on cable television and fewer
games on national television means
less viewing capability for the public
because not everyone has cable.
Also, fans are startingtocomplain
about ticket prices and other ballpark
expenses as well. The prices of tickets, concessions and other items at the
park are steadily rising.
The reason why is simple: where
else are owners goingtoget the money
to cover the multi-million dollar contracts they so generously hand out to
free agents and star players? Lower
player salaries mean lower ticket
prices which will eventually lead to
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LU guard nears 1,000, leads team Student athletes
By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

Matt Hildebrand constitutes the
ideal basketball player: he is a leader
in all areas of his life. The spiritual,
academic and performance qualities
which he exhibits help him lead by
example both on and off the court.
"(Hildebrand) is a very dedicated
Christian," his coach Jeff Meyer
said. "He excels academically, athletically and spiritually. He is a leader
who is fierce in competition."
Hildebrand, a junior who plays
point guard for LU, has been
playing basketball since he was
three years old.
"I grew up playing ball," Hildebrand said. "My older brothers and I
grew up shooting ball after school and
playing for fun on the weekends."
Although he loves playing basketball, the primary reason he plays is
because it is a talent that the Lord has
given him.
"We are all called to do different
things in our life according to the
talents God has given us," Hildebrand
said. "Until God changes my talent or
direction, I plan to do the best I can
with what He has given me."
Majoring in psychology, Hildebrand does not plan to play basketball
forever. If given the opportunity, he
would enjoy the experience of playing overseas for a few years. However, he said basketball is not his life,
and he hopes to be a youth counselor,
and eventually go into the ministry.
While playing for Liberty, Hilde-

brand is enjoying the team, the brand has been the leader on the court,"
coaches and the relationships he Meyer said. "He has matured into one
shares with the other teammates.
of the most outstanding point guards
"We all have our best friends like in the conference."
everybody else," Hildebrand said,
Meyer went on to comment on next
"but the unity the team shares is the season.
most important relationship of all.
"(Hildebrand), who is co-captain
We all have the • • • — - — — ^ • ^ M B M B B this year, will be
same goal—to
captain next
"(Hildebrand) is a team
continually play
year," Meyer said.
very dedicated Chris- "As a coaching
for the Lord."
Hildebrand's tian. He excels aca- staff, we trust him
key verse is
completely with
Micah6:8 which demically, athleticallythe team."
states, "He hath and spiritually. He is Hildebrand also
shewed thee, O
commented that
man, what is a leader who is fierce the greatest chalgood; and what
in competition." lenge he faces is
doth the Lord
the opportunity to
-Jeff Meyer
require of thee, Men's basketball head coach
become lethargic
but to do justly, ——————— m—~m——--" concerning imand to love mercy, and to walk humbly provement
with thy God?"
"When a player is done improving,
He feels it is important to a he's also done playing," Hildebrand
Christian's life because it is God's said. "My desire is to keep learning
pattern for how a Christian should and to keep improving as long as I am
live. He has accepted the challenge able to."
of this verse.
Hildebrand will reach 1,000 points
Hildebrand also accepts this role as before the end of his college career,
team leader with the same attitude he and currently is only 127 points shy of
takes toward his otherresponsibilities. this goal. However, this accomplish"As I play point guard, my ment is not his highest priority.
position often runs the Show,"
"Reaching 1,000 points is a perHildebrand said. "I try to keep the sonal goal, not a team goal," Hildecommunication going, and I also try brand said. "My first focus is the
to keep the encouragement level up. goals that the team has set. It would
Communication is the backbone of mean a lot to me to accomplish this
the game."
personal goal, but my first priority is
the team."
Meyer agrees.
The team's goal for this year is to
"For two and one half years, Hilde-

College of William & Mary.

Tickets for the Liberty University-Radford University showdown
on Saturday, Feb. 26, at RU are on
sale now. Tickets are $5 and can be
purchased at the LU ticket office.
Anyone interested can call J.B.
Coincon 582-2187 or 582-4452.
Also, ticket packets forthe men's
Big South Tournament can be
purchased at the LU ticket office
for $15. The ticket booklet includes
five tickets to all tournament games,
including the Big South Championship game.
In addition, if 47 people sign up to
travel on a chartered bus to
Charleston, S.C., for the tournament,
the cost will be $30 each for the trip.
Anyone interested in either the
bus trip or the travel packet should
contact J. B. Coincon at 582-2187
or 5824452.

Intramurals

Men's volleyball
The LU men's volleyball team
defeated Mary Washington College
and Old Dominion University on
Friday.
The team is currently undefeated
in Southern Conference play and its
overall record is 5-1.
The men's volleyball club plays
again on Thursday, Feb. 11, at 7
p.m. at UVa. The team will also
compete on Saturday, Feb. 20, at
7:30 p.m. in the LU Gym against the

There is a need for ladies threeon-three basketball teams. Any
women interested in playing should
contact the intramural traier at
ext. 2389.
Also, the intramural office is still
accepting teams for the men's and
women's soccer teams. Currently
the preseason is being played and
teams will be accepted until the
regular season.
The men's three-on-three basetball teams are also playing through
the preseason and will accept teams
until the regular season begins.

Radio sports show
The C-91 sports department offers a sports-talk show every Wednesday at 10 p.m.
Topics are taken from both the
local and national sports scene. Calls
are accepted to help dictate the
topics.
Tune in at 90.9 on your F.M.
station and call in with your sports
questions at 582-2899.

Sports writers
The Champion is looking for
sports writers to join the staff.
Writers are needed for features,
game stories and analysis. If you
have an interest in sports and writing, contact Mrs. Mazanec at 2128.

Sports Schedule
Men's basketball: At home on
Thursday, Feb. 11, against Towson
State starting at 7:30 p.m. On the
road Saturday, Feb. 13, against
UMBC starting at 7:30 p.m. On the
road Monday, Feb. 15, against
Towson State starting at 7:30 p.m.
Women's basketball: At home on
Thursday, Feb. 11, against Towson
State starting at 6 p.m. At home on
Saturday, Feb. 13, against UMBC
starting at 3 p.m.
Wrestling: On the road Saturday,

Feb. 13, at the Bloomsburg Duals.
The time is to be announced.
Indoor track: The teams will
compete on Saturday, Feb. 13, at
the VPI Open Invitational in
Blacksburg, Va.
Hockey: At home on Friday, Feb.
12, against Virginia Tech starting at
10:30 p.m. At home on Saturday,
Feb. 13, against Virginia Tech
starting at 3:30 p.m. All home
games are play ed at Lancerlot Arena
in Vinton, Va.

SELAH NEEDS YOU !

1
1

The LU yearbook SELAH is now taking
applications for editors and staff positions
for 1993-94.
Positions include editors and assistant
editors in three areas: copy, layout, and
photography. All editors receive tuition
scholarship assistance.
If you have writing, graphics or
photography skills, get in touch with Dr.
Al Snyder, yearbook advisor, in TE 120.
Bring examples of your work.

BYSHANAHUFF
Champion Reporter

Matt Hildebrand
LU point guard
reach and win the Big South Championship and then reach NCAA Division 1 championship.
"Wereallydon'twantanythingless
than the title this year," Hildebrand
said. "Anything else would just be a
disappointment."
With a 14-7 record, the team is
indeed working toward this goal, and
Hildebrand has a positive feeling
toward this season's finale.
"Our motivation is high, and the
team has its priorities right," Hildebrand said. "The season is heading in
therightdirection."
He said the Big South Title this
season would help to make up for
last years loss to Campbell in the
semi-finals.

Ten Liberty University student
athletes achieved a 4.0 grade point
average for the fall semester.
The student athletes who
accomplishment this last semester
were: Stanton Frey, Aaron Sarra
and Aaron Wilson of the wrestling
team; Bill Clark and Karl Shoemaker of the baseball team; Edwin
Miller of the basketball team; Beth
Hopkins of the women's basketball
team; Jennifer Angleberger of the
women's soccer team; Nicole Nice
of the volleyball team; and Esther
Mills of the cross country team.
Karl Shoemaker will graduate
with the highest GPA among male
student athletes, while Nicole Nice
will graduate with the highest GPA
for female student-athletes.
Over forty student athletes earned
a GPA of 3.5 or higher, which qualified them for the Dean's List.
One hundred sixteen student athletes earned a GPA of 3.0 or higher,
while 11 athletes earned IS or more
hours of credits during the semester.
The womeh's soccer team had the
highest cumulative GPA of all athletic teams at 2.93. The baseball
team had the second highest with an
average GPA of 2.85,
Each year; LU incorporates programs which are designed to help
athletes in their academic progress.
Under the direction of Athletic

Advisor Mike Hall, a tutoring program and study hall have been developed for the athletes. The study
hall is lead by Assistant Men's
Soccer Coach Jeff Alder.
The tutoring program is directed
by Paula Panneman. This semester
12 tutors will be assisting student
athletes, one of whom is Sarra.
This spring, Hall plans to issue
progress reports periodically
throughout the semester. Through
this program, computer reports are
sent to each student athlete's teachers. Teachers are able to comment
on theacademicprogressionofeach
student athlete, and through this
program, any academic trouble
experienced by a student athlete can
be detected early in the semester.
Hall also has a larger staff to work
with than in past years. Chris
Fletcher is the assistant athletic
advisor, and also the head coach
for the women's volleyball team.
A Liberty University student athlete handbook was also published
by the athletic department this year,
Thehandbookcontainsinfonnation
about academic policies, programs,
NCAA rules and athletic department procedures and policies.
This year, as in the past, Hall will
continue to assist in recomtriending
students for graduate school He
will also continue to nominate students for academic honors such as
Academic All-American^

The Great Sports Debate

Sports Notebook
Tickets

score in classroom

Jordan and Bulls tread regular season, await playoffs
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

The fact that people are writing off
the Chicago Bulls for the NBA Finals
because the team lost lose two Midwest road games in a row is absolutely
ludicrous and shows questionable
knowledge of basketball on their part.
Lest anybody forget, the Bulls are
once again leading the Eastern Conference overall standings at a good
pace. The Bulls are the two-time defending champions, and a three-peat
is virtually mailed in. At this point in
the season, there is no argument to
make for any other team knocking
them out of the playoffs this year.
For those Chicago-haters scratching for teams, I'll grant you New
York for the sake of argument, albeit
a lameone. Anybody who would name

another team probably couldn't name
four Chicago players.
And now let's examine the arguments. It would seem the Knicks
would be the choice of fans desperate
to see Chicago fall.
First of all, New York is noteven as
good as last season with the loss of
Xavier McDaniel. McDaniel was one
of the key elements in the Knicks'
drive to defeat the Bulls last spring.
New York tried to use physical play
to wear down Michael Jordan and
company; but the team's lack of outside shooting cost them, something
the Bulls can easily resort to when
challenged inside. If things don't go
their way, the Knicks can become
frustrated easily and self-destruct.
Two weeks ago, the Bulls lost two
of three on the yearly tour through

Texas, and everyone outside the
Windy City went into a frenzy. For
those of you who follow the NBA
extensively, every team in the league
gets spanked in the Lone Star state
(this year, no one will get swept since
Dallas is an instant "W"). The Bulls
were drilled in Texas in each of their
championship seasons as well.
The Bulls are simply bored with the
process of trudging through the regular season motions and are as ready
and able as any team in the NBA to
turn it up a few thousand notches
when necessary.
The ultimate case in point was last
week in Utah. The Bulls were getting
mailed in by Karl Malone and the
Jazz, but Jordan and company decided to close the post office and
stormed by Utah. The Bulls came

from way back to win in the Delta
Center 96-92.
As NBA analyst Doug Collins
stated, the Bulls and their fans are
waiting in anticipation for the playoffs. The regular season is just formalities for Air Jordan and the rest of
his Jordanairres.
While the regular season is a challenge to New York, to Chicago it
isn't. To claim a team struggling to
stay ahead of the Nets in the standings
can beat the Bulls in a best-of-seven
series is reaching for something.
The Bulls are waiting for the
postseason to kick into overdrive. The
fans of the "Madhouse on Madison"
realize this, and are waiting to tear
their way through the Clevelands and
New Yorks on their way to a third
straight NBA Championship.

Bulls not as dominant as past championship seasons
By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON scared of those two big bullies in
Champion Reporter
the NBA.
OK! So the Chicago Bulls still
Then came the Detroit Pistons,
have the best record in the Eastern which almost every team in the NBA
Division of the NBA, and the team is feared at one point or another. For two
also holding the titles of two back-to- years, the Pistons rampaged through
back NBA championships.
the league, beating «p opponents and
But no matter how you look at it, creating fear.
Chicago is not the team it once was.
But all ended for Detroit in 1991
Through the years, we have wit- when more teams in the league began
nessed some of the greatest basket- catching on to their tactics. Teams no
ball organizations build dynasties that longer wereintimidatedby the "Motor
City Bad Boys" and as a result, those
lasted for several years.
For example, take the Los Angeles teams found more ways to beat the
Lakers and Boston Celtics. Both Pistons.
teams dominated the league throughThis is the same story for the Bulls.
out the '70s and '80s. But as time Even with the league's greatest player
passed, the NBA grew and teams and an all-star supporting cast, the
became more competitive and less Bulls have weaknesses. And this

season we are seeing those weaknesses exposed.
When you are on top, you have
everyone below you trying to knock
you off. Even the Western Division
teams savor the moment when they
scoop up a victory against the World
Champions. It's just that simple: it is
tough being on top.
Another of the big problems the
Bulls are finding this season is the
aging of key players.
The most age-stricken position on
the Bulls roster is at the center position, where that gray spot on Bill
Cartwright's goatee becomes bigger
and bigger every year.
And who do the Bulls have to back
Cartwright up? An inconsistent Will

Engaged?

Perdue and Scott Williams who still
has the mentality of a rookie.
The Bulls did try to improve the age
problem at the shooting guard position by releasing Craig Hodges and
adding Rodney McCray. But that did
nothing to fill the gap since McCray
has been mediocre at best coming off
the bench.
However, the Bulls do deserve a
little credit. Through all the criticism,
the Bullshaveremainedoneof the top
teams in the league while compiling
the fourth best record.
However, the Chicago Bulls will
continue to decline if someone does
not shake up the organization a
little and add some experienced
youth to the low post.

Valentine
Ice Cream
Cake

Then here
is
your chance
to
tell the world!

Custom Designed

$11.95
Pick up Feb. 9-11, $2.00 off
Pick up Feb. 12-13, $1.00 off

As a special service to LU students, The
Champion will soon have a special wedding
edition. Please bring your photos and
information by De Moss 109 or 113 to share
your happiness with everyone.

Waterlick Plaza Dairy Queen
Corner Waterlick
and Timberlake Rd.

Uairi|
Queen

237-7030
WE TREAT YOUMONT
Owned by an L.U. Family
~
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